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SANTA FE, N. M

VOL. 43.
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Excited General Admiration
Excursionists Royally
Entertained.
lon't

where we're
going but we're on our way."
With this song echoing from near
the refreshment stand in the front car,
a special train pulled out of the
union station
morning at
Friday
7:30 o'clock carrying the members of
the
Legislative Assemblythe Santa Pe Central Railway
-via
to Willard and Estancla where the
citizens made great efforts to show
up the advantages of their respective
towns in the hopes of securing the
county seat.
The excursion was In charge of Alfred L. Grlmshaw, of the Santa Fe
Central who In the capacity of conductor saw that nothing was left undone for the comfort, of the passengers. Charles F. Easley, attorney for
the same road was also a valuable
member of the entertainment committee on the train.
First Stop at Kennedy.
The first stop was at Kennedy, the
northern edge of the great Estancla
Valley which will undoubtedly one
day become noted as an agricultural
district. For ten minutes the train
waited while the legislators, their
wires, who were in the second car
and about fifty visitors from Santa Fe
were shown over the town site.
A warning whistle sounded and the
visitors again embarked. A few miles
out of Kennedy, the first shanties,
tents and homes of the settlers who
have been flocking to the valley for
months past, began to loom up. As
progress was made toward Moriarty,
the number Increased. Some of the
homes were adobe, some of rough
lumber while some were comfortably
and ornamentally finished.
The Great Estancia Valley.
It was not until Moriarty bad been
left several miles behind however,
that the visitors became thoroughly
impressed with theBstancla Valley.
As the train sped forward, a great
level plain, with just a slight suggestion of a slope from the mountains to
the east and west, broke upon the
sight. But it was no longer an empty
plain. Instead, for twelve to fifteen
miles on either side of the track,
houses, shanties, tents and dugouts
were visible on every quarter section.
s
Wire fences cut the farms of
Into rectangular strips. Washings were fluttering from the clothes
lines at many homes, children played
about the door steps, horses and cows
were roaming about the barn lots and
men and boys were working In the
fields or driving townward in wagons.
It was a pretty picture, particularly
to those who but a few short months
ago, had seen these plains covered
with a wild growth of vegetation and
inhabltated by half wild cattle, sheep
and goats, rabbits, coyotes and wolvesThe scene was In many respects a
duplicate of those in western Kansas
thirty years ago and of Oklahoma and
Indian Territory.
The question at once presented itself: Will these people make a success of this new farming country?
No answer was needed. A second
glance at that animated scene was
,
proof evident.
Warm Greeting at Estancia.
Then the train reached Estancia.
Several hundred people, men, women
and children, were gathered at the
station. They waved flags and handkerchiefs and greeted the legislators
with a rousing cheer. Over a street
been
the
station had
adjoining
stretched a long banner on which
were the words:
,
WELCOME TO ' THE CENTER- OF
POPULATION IN THE ESTANCIA
VALLEY
ESTANCIA THE COUN-- .
TY SEAT EXTENDS GREETINGS.
was
A stop of only ten minutes
made. The visitors had scarcely time
to catch a good glimpse of the town
and the district adjoining.
The train then moved toward Willard. The same scene of active farming and home building presented itself
all along the intervening miles of
track. When Willard was reached,
owing to a delayed message, no one
was at hand to meet the visitors.
However, the word soon spread that
the special train from the Capital City
had arrived and within fifteen minutes, committees of citizens wearing
neat badges were showing their
guests everything to be seen. In the
lntermin, the ladies and there are many
all good cooks, were at work in the
new hotel building, In process of erection, preparing a banquet of turkey,
chicken, salads, wines, champagne,
etc., which made the legislators form
the highest possible opinion of Willard. There are three good sized
stores In Willard, a bank, three hotels,
and restaurants, a number of credlt- able residences and other buildings
under construction, two of which will
be occupied as stores, .Speeches were
made by Councilman Carl A, Dalies,
who acompanled the excursion to his
home town and by Judge John R.
McFIe, Representatives
Holt, Beach
and others.
,
"Oh, we

Thirty-sevent-

know

h

home-seeker-

-

,

Speeches and Big Dinner.
After several hours spent moBt
pleasantly at his place, the excursionists again went aboard the train
which was run as fast as possible to
Estancia. The crowd that greeted the
Legislators was even larger than on
the first visit. There were men and
women on horseback, on foot and In
wagons.
John Kennedy, station agent for
the Santa Fe Central Railway at Estancla, made a strong speech in which
he called attention to the many advantages of Estancla and urged that
the county seat be allowed to remain
there. Charles F. Easley and A. M
Bergere also spoke upon the Estancia
The visitors were then esValley.
corted to the Valley Hotel and the
Alamo Hotel where banquets which
reflected groat credit on the committee having them in charge, were
served until all had been cared for.
"Your money is no good In Estancla," was the general motto. After
dinner, the legislators were escorted
to waiting carriages and taken for
u drive to the new town site" of Alta
Vista and the country adjoining. The
trip was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
At 4 o'clock the start for Santa Fe
was made aboard the train. As the
engine juffed from the station, the
whistles of the Santa Fe Central shops
screeched out a salute, flags waved
and a rousing "three cheers" broke
from the assembled people and was
answered by the excursionists.
The train made good, time on the
return trip, reaching Santa Fe shortly
after 7 o'clock In the evening.
Well Supplied With Refreshments.
While aboard the train, the Legislators, citizens of the Capital City and
members of the press were well cared
for. There was everything to drink
from bottled waters to champagne,
cigars, candies cookies, cakes and
fruits and a couple of waiters to see
that everyone had all he wanted.
The excursionists amused themselves
by singing and telling stories.
ves Beach was the life
Represent
of the crowd. He bought a suit of
jeans, an old cap and a battered dinner bucket. At each stop he stood
upon the steps of the front car and
made a ridiculous speech on "The
Wroking Man," flourishing his empty
dinner pail to show that he was a
member of the "laboring class."
He never failed to win applause and
provoke mirth. His final plea was always: "Gentlemen, In bidding me
adieu, piease use fresh eggs."
0. C. Watson, garbed in a dressing
gown of Impossible colors and wearing
a blue, cap ornamented with
paraded as "Miss Estancia"
and was escorted here and there by
Mr. Beach who posed as "Willard, the
working man."
Aside from the good the trip did in
displaying the great development of
the Estancla Valley, it is a question
as to what, if any, effect It will have
as regards the location of the county
seat of Torrance County.
What Effect Will Trip Have?
As far as entertainment went, the
excursionists could not be prejudiced
against either town. As far as possibilities are concerned, there are no
limit to them anywhere In the great
valley.
The hat was passed on the train before reaching Santa Fe and every one
was asked to cast a vote either in
favor of Estancia or Willard for the
location of the county seat. All but
abut twenty persons voted. The result was: For Esancla, 78; for Willard, 12. Whether this will ill any
way represent the sentiments of the
House members when Council Bill
Number 15, for the change of the
county seat from Estancia to Willard,
comes up, is a matter of doubt.
This much is certain, however.
Both the residents of Estuncia and
of Willard, have won a high place in
the opinion of the excursionists as
citizens, who have the
right stuff in them for the development of a new country and who will
make a "go" of the Estancla Valley, if
it can be done by human effort and
determination.
"Hurrah, for Estancia Valley the
new farming district of New Mexico,"
will at least be remembered as the
Assemslogan of the
bly.
No Fight on Councilman Dalles.
William Gregg, justice of the peace
at Estancia, returned with the excursionists to Santa Fe. In discussing
the proposed change of the county
seat, he said:
"We residents of Estancia want to
be understood rightly on this question.
We believe that we are entitled to the
county Beat .because we have the
largest,-moup to date and most
central town in Torrance County. ,
"In trying to keep the "county seat
where it is, we desire it understood
distinctly that we are not making a
personal or any other kind of a fight
on Councilman Carl A. Dalles. There
Is no desire and no disposition on our
part to cause a rupture in the Republican party in Torrance County ovWe, for the most
er this matter.
part, are Republicans who advocate
the keeping of the county seat at Estancla and we believe that from what
the legislators saw of the Estancia
Valley, of Estancia and of our development, citizenship and loyalty, to
party and territory that they will not
remove the county seat to Willard.
We are making no effort to conduct
an unfair fight, we want to see Willard grow with us and the whole valley. On the other hand, we are convinced that Estancla is the place for
the county seat and we ask only that
it be left there."
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Juan Gomez Gave Killing Seven and The Mounted Police
Up After 3 Weeks Injuring Three of Know Who Killed
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Sends Message to Mounted Force Ripped Open Upper Information Withheld
Deck of Vessel Reached
PoliceIs Armed, Mountteresting Cases Thirty
Port Safely.
True Bills.
ed and Desperate.
In

New York, Feb. 10. Seven mem"Go back and be Imprisoned but tell
of the crow were killed, three inbers
the mounted policemen that I will
and considerable damage susjured
I
never return to the penitentiary.
tained by an explosion aboard the
am armed and ready for them. They
German steamship Valdivia bound for
may kill me, but they will never take

five-yea-

be-lid-o

forget-me-not-

'

n

n

d

shot-gun-

this port from the West Indies while
at sea on Wednesday last.
The accident to the vessel was reported upon its arrival here today.
While under full steam the "donkey"
engine boiler exploded throwing the
steamer's funnel over, ripping open
the 'upper deck and enveloping the
ship iu steam. The explosion caused
a panic among those on board and It
was with difficulty that the officers
and crew restored quiet.
Temporary repairs were made to
the vessel while at sea and the dilapidated ship managed to reach this
port.
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IN THAW CASE
Juror Bolton Bearing Up Well Under
Recent Bereavement Wife's
Funeral Held Today.

mis-tria-

ALLEGED HEAD OF
TRUST ARRESTED
Federal Grand Jury Probing Combination of School Furniture Manufactories In Chicago.
Feb. 1(1. Frederick A.
Chicago,
Holbrook, chairman of the National
Association of Manufacturers, which
is alleged to constitute a trust
the prices of all kinds of
school furniture, was arrested on a
warrant Issued from the federal court
on complaint of Harry B. Duncan, a
special agent of the Department of
Justice, who for months has been Investigating the workings of the alleged combination.
- Holbrook is accused of conspiring
with Ezra, H. Safford, president of
the .Stanford Manufacturing Company of this city, to restrain trade.
The business of making and selling
school and church furniture has been
the chief subject before the federal
grand jury here for the past two
g

weeks.

e
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Estancia, N. M., Feb. 16. The mystery surrounding the assassination of
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, who was
shot and killed at Plnos Wells, Torrance County two years ago, by a
murderer who fired through the window of the House In which Colonel
Chaves was seated, is at last to be
cleared up.
It has leaked out here that the
mounted policemen who have been at
work ou the case steadily for six
months under pretense of being engaged in other matters, have found an
to the crime and have secured such other evidence that (he
murderer will be brought to justice.
Captain Fred Fornoff, who is here
In attendance on the Sixth Judiciary
District Court, would not discuss the
case with newspaper men.
"I have positively nothing to say
one way or the other," was the only
statement that could be obtained.
However, It Is learned on good authority, that the amount of evidence
now In the hands of the mounted police and the nature of which they will
not disclose, will convict at least one
murder in the
man of
first degree and another as his accom-

New York, Feb. 16. The funeral of
Mrs. Joseph B. Bolton, wife of one of
the jurors in the Thaw trial was held plice.

this afternoon.
Juror Bolton is bearing up well under his bereavement and his family
physician telephoned to District Attorney Jerome last night that Bolton
would be able to take his place with
the rest of the Jurors on Monday,
All doubt now as to whether the
trial was to continue, or was to end
In a
is thus dispelled.
The names of the new witnesses
who are likely to be called has been
made public. One Is Dr. Francis L.
Patton, formerly president of Princeton University, and President of
Princeton Theological Seminary; the
other is Dr. Frank P. McGuIre, the
Tombs official physician. The' former
will appear for the defense and the
latter for the prosecution. Both are
expected to give important testimony
regarding the prisoner's sanity at the
time of the tragedy.

RAGING WATERS
TIE-UTRAFFIC
Transcontinental
Only
Burlington
Line Operating Through Nebraska.
Omaha. Neb.. Feb. 16. Five trans
continental
railroads through Ne
braska are today using the single line
of the Burlington railroad to the West,
due to the flood conditions along, the
Platte River.
The Union Pacific Railroad is tied-ufor 200 miles west of Omaha and
the Missouri Pacific, Rock Island,
Northwestern, Unjon Pacific and Burlington roads are using the Burlington tracks between Omaha and Lincoln. Nebraska. No freight is moving
on these roads and there is a heavy
congestion in the omana yarns.

p

DEFECTIVE SWITCH
WRECKS TRAIN
East Bound Santa Fe Passenger
8 Derailed In Raton Yards

No.

None Killed.

Special to the New Mexican.
Raton, N. M., Feb. 16. East bound
passenger train No. 8, on the Santa
Fe Railway, was wrecked in the yards
here early this morning by a defective switch. Three coaches were overturned and two Pullman sleepers tfere
derailed. No one was seriously injured, although many were severely
shaken up. The wreck caused a delay of almost three hours. The cars
were not materially damaged.
'

It is said that a full confession has
been obtained from one of the men
Implicated In the killing and that the
only hope he has of saving his neck,
is that he may be used as "state's
evidence."
the
that,
The first intimation
mounted policemen had at last, "found
daylight" on this murder mystery
which has been before the public for
over two years, camo when the case
of Domingo Valles, charged with the
killing of Colonel Chaves and of
Jacobo Sedillo, charged with being his
accomplice, were suddenly postponed
by ihe prosecution after extensive
preparations had been started for
their trial.
It Is known here that Mounted officers John Meyers and Rafael Gomez
have been In Torrance County almost continuously for three months
and the base of their operations has
been at Plnos Wells from whence they
have made numerous expeditions into
the country adjacent.
The names of the witnesses to this
assassination, which have been secured by these men, are not known
here except to those who refuse to
disclose them. However, It is stated
on the best of authority that at least
one man will hang for the crime.
Busy Term of Court.
The Grand Jury to date has returned over thirty true bills and It is
still in session. An Interesting case
is that of Narciso Sanchez indicted
for burglary and which hns also
caused the indictment of his brother
Juan Sanchez; Justice of the Peace
Juan H. Sanchez and Deputy Sheriff
Vidal Sals. The whole matter was a
trlval affair at its beginning but has
grown serious. Narciso Sanchez, It is
charged, burglarized a house.
He took the stolen goods to the
home of his brother, Juan Sanchez
who is indicted for receiving stolen
property. The justice of the peace
Issued a search warrant and the deputy sheriff secured the stolen goods.
Narciso Sanchez was arrested, tried
before the justice of the peace and
acquitted. The justice of the peace,
it is alleged, took the stolen property
and had it sold at auction to pay the
costs of the court, consisting of himself and the deputy sheriff. Tbe
charge against the latter two is malfeasance in office. The value of the
stolen goods Is small, but the complications In the case promise an Interesting legal combat when the matter
comes up for trial before Judge Edward A. Mann of the Sixth Judicial
District Court now in session.
Sheriff Sanchez In Trouble.
Sheriff Manuel Sanchez of Torrance
County, has been indicted on a charge
of malfeasance In office, a jury was
secured today and his trial has
started.
The specific nature of the
charges against him are not known.
The trial of Amos Hines, charged
with assault with a deadly weapon on
J. P. Dunlavy came to an end today
with a hung jury. The foreman reported no agreement possible, and at
12:30 p. m. Judge Mann ordered the
members discharged. Hines was de-- ,
fended by A. B. Renehan, an attorney
of Santa Fe.
Louis Martinez, who Is charged with
assault with Intent to kill has been
indicted and will rtand trial. He is
being defendant by Attorney George
W. Pritchard of Santa Fe.
"Jap" Clark, the cowboy who shot
and killed James Chase, a deputy
sheriff at Torrance, two years ago, is
to appear before the court on Wednesday of next week when he will answer
to a charge of murder. Clark maintains that he shot in self defense and
that he will be acquitted.
Tbe case of Lee Longlno, who is

'

.
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me."
This defiant message was delivered
to Captain
Fred Fornoff of the
mounted police at, Estancia yesterday,
by Juan Cornea, alias Gonzales, the
Guadalupe County home thief and cattle rustler, who, in company with
Gabriel Romero, also a horse thief, escaped three weeks ago, Friday, from
the penitentiary clay pit near this
The words, Gomez, says, are
city.
those of Romero who Is still at large
In the mountains near his home at
Esteritos, Guadalupe County.
Gomez surrendered himself and was
brought to Santa Fe last night by
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo
aboard the Legislators' special and
turned over to the penitentiary authorities. Today he is in solitary confinement and will be given no second opportunity to escape from prison until
r
sentence
he has served out a
without good time allowance.
Romero is Desperate Man.
Romero Is desperate. Mounted policemen are in pursuit of him and the
probabilities are, he will be killed If
he resists arrest as he says he will.
WinHe is armed with a
chester, a shot gun and
has a good horse and provisions.
The story of the flight of these two
convicts reads like a dime novel. It
was told by Gomez to a New Mexican
reporter last night as he sat huddled
in a seat aboard the special train,
his guard, smoking a cigar someone had given him.
"I should not have run away," he
said.
"Gabriel, persuaded me to go
with him. I was the cook at the
clay bank and I did not have to work
hard, Gabriel drove a wagon which
was not hard. We were being treated
as well as the rest of the convicts and
we should have served out our sentences.
"When we decided to escape, we
waited our chance and when no guard
was close to us we stole into the
bushes near our camp. We headed
eastward Into the Sangre de Chrlsto
mountains. Then they sent the dogs
after us. It was bitterly cold at night
and wo had to run. The dogs folthe
lowed us all night, having out-ruguards and mounted policemen. We
could hear them baying and It frightened me terribly. Gabriel only cursed
them.
.
Robbed Cabin and Got Gun.
"We reached the mountains and on
Sunday, two days after our escape,
we broke into a cabin and .Gabriel
took a shot-guand food for us. We
made our way over the mountains to
the east side in San Miguel County.
We wanted horses. Once we tried to
get them. We had no ropes and were
about to enter a corral when a cowboy saw us.
"Gabriel fired at the cowboy with
.
The cowboy had a
the
and he began firing at us. I
was unarmed and Btarted to run.
Gabriel fired again and the cowboy
rode toward him shooting. I called to
Gabriel and he ran.' We hid in the
mountains all day. Later we secured
horses and made our way luto Guda-lupCounty where we had friends.
Gabriel secured plenty of guns and
I was worn out and
ammunition.
afraid always afraid that the men
with the dogs would catch me. I told
Gabriel that I was going back to
Santa Fe and let them put me back in
prison. He laughed at me and then
told me to tell my friends at the
prison and the policemen that he
never come back that he
would
would die fighting."
Gomez then, so he said, walked over
the mountains for two days, finally
reaching Torrance where he went to
the conductor of the Santa Fe Central
train and told his story.
"I want you to take me to Santa Fe
so that I can surrender," he said. The
conductor took him to Estancla where
he turned him over to Captain Fred
Fornoff of the mounted police. Gon;ez
told Captain Fornoff that the posse
sent in pursuit of himself and Romero
pressed them so closely that they almost starved for two days, fearing to
attempt to secure food.
Captain Fornoff asked Mr. Armljo
to deliver Gomez to the penitentiary
authorities.
The special train stopped at the
prison last night and two guards met
excurthe convict. The
sionists had given Gomez several
dozen cigars. He was smoking as he
met his former guards. He actually
looked relieved when they shackled
his wrists.
"Adios. Amigos," he said in Spanish
MOTHER BULGARIAN
DEAD to his friends on the train.
. PRINCE IS
"Vamos," he said to the guards.
Vienna, Feb, 16. Princess Clementine of
mother of They did and took him along.
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria, died
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
here this morning.
public-spirite-

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Judge Mann Had to Secure Quarters
Assisted by Attorney Lack of
Funds Cause.
Special to the New Mexican.
Feb. 16. Judge Mann
Estancla,
claims that the judiciary is more
patent than the legislative branch of
the Territorial government.
While
the latter body was enjoying, at the
courtesy of Vice President Hopewell,
a trip through Torrance County for
the purpose of assisting them In their
determination of the county seat bill,
the judge, upon n moment's consideration, accomplished the purpose at
least In a measure. Court convened
In a frame building about 15x20 feet,
one corner of which was used as the
office of the probate clerk. It was
next to Impossible to properly conduct the business of the court, and
the first trial evidenced the fact that
a larger room must be found.
The
following day Colonel Pilchard and A.
13. Renehan
determined to find a more
suitable room. The owner of the discovered building was hunted up, taken
before Judge Mann and i" about two
minutes the contract was closed. At
9 o'clock the
following morning tbe
place of judicial proccdlngs for Torrance County wns changed changed
to a very much more suitable room.
Had No Funds.
It is a noticeable fact that the citizens of this place have shown little, if
any, concern for the accommodation
of the court, due no doubt to a lack of
upon the judge, after the convening
court funds. It became encumbent
ties, such as chairs and tables for the
attorneys and stenographers, a chair
and table for the court, pens, ink,
lamps, etc.. No seats were provided
for spectators, jmd the continual
shifting of the standing audience
caused a confusion which it was impossible to control, nnd which, in connection with the crowded condition of
affairs, greatly retarded the progress
of the court's business. However, the
court and court officials are loath to
express condemnation. It being the
first term of court held in this county,
those whose duty It is to provide for
the holding of the term may know
better next time and, as they most
sincerely hope, have a convenient
court house in which to house the district court.
Trying Assault Case.
The Territory versus A. A. Hlne,
charged with assault with a deadly
weapou, has occupied the attention of
the court since Thursday morning.
The assault wa3 committed about a
year and a half ago. It occurred at
the freight depot of the Santa Fe
Central, at which time and place a
fistacuff between the defendant and J.
P. Dunlavy, at that time president
of the Dunlavy Mercantile Company,
and one of his clerks, James Terry,
developed Into a rather serious affray; and after being knocked down a
couple of times by Terry and Dunlavy, as the defendant claims, the
said defendant procured a brake-staf- f
and hit Dunlavy a blow on the right
side of the face and run Terry off the
scene. District Attorney Clancy put
up a strong prosecution. A. B. Renehan, of Santa Fe, appeared for the
defendant. His defense was vigorous.
The grand jury is still in session.
To date there have been 30 indictments and 11 no true bills. The District Attorney has filed 22 Informations against parties accused of Irregularities at the recent election in
this county.

ENGAGED IN
LIVELY FIGHT
Delegates to Oklahoma Constitutional
Convention Called Each Other

LiarsThen

Mixed

it.

Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 10. The lie
was passed between Delegates Baker
and Haskell and an exciting personal
encounter between these two members
enlivened the proceedings of the Constitutional
convention
here this
morning.
In the debate over the adoption of
the railroad report. Baiter accused
Haskell of being a r'ailroad represens
tative,
"You are a contemptible liar," shouted Haskell.
"You are a liar, too," returned
Baker.
Delegate Haskell then hurled a
heavy paperweight at Baker who
dodged and replied with an Inkstand.
The sergeant at arms and his assistant had to interfere to restore

HELLO GIRLS
WIN STRIKE
Secure Raise of $6 Per Month In
Salary and Get Other Concessions.
Butte, Mont., Feb. 16. The strike
of the operators of the Rocky Mountain Telephone Company was settled
last night and the operators resumed
work this morning. A v compromise
was effected by which the girls get $6
per month Increase and all the other
demands are granted.
charged with the murder of a man
named Davidson near Moriarty two
years ago, has been postponed until
the next term of court on request of
the defense.
Estancla is full of men who have
been summoned on juries or who are
to testify in some of the cases. It is
almost Impossible to secure a room
In the town.
The hotels are already
filled and the private boarding houses
are scarcely able to accommodate the
guests they now have. As a result,
another hotel. It is said will be built
here within a short time.
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Treasurer Lea of Chaves
Paints Glowing Picture of
Prosperity and Thrift,
.

J. Smith Lea, treasurer and
collector of Chaves County, reached the city yesterday from Roswell on
official business and also to learn
doings.
something about Legislative
He returned home this evening via
the Santa Fe Central Railway arid the
Automobile line from Torrance to
Roswell.
Treasurer Ixia is one of the
oldest settlers of what Is known as
the Pecos Valley In New Mexico and
came to Roswell twenty-siyears ago.
For a number of years he wa3 a deputy sheriff in Lincoln County, thereafter engaged in sheep raising and in
mercantile pursuits. He Is one of the
best known citizens of the section
and from the date of his arrival there
has done yeoman work in Its advancement and growth.
Being thoroughly acquainted with
conditions, Mr. Lea was asked by a
representative of the New Mexican
about his section of New Mexico. Said
he:
Prosperity on Every Hand.
"The counties of Chaves, Eddy and
Roosevelt are prospering as never before in their history and great batches
of newcomers are a daily event. The
Santa Fe Railway System Is running
excursions twice a week from Kansas
City and Chicago via Aniarillo, Texas,
to our counties and these bring many
homeseekers and settlers of whom a
number remain and
considerable
either purchase property or enter
homesteads. Many have come from
Illinois. Iowa and Indiana and other
central states. They are a very fine
class of people and generally bring
sufficient money to buy land or irrigated farms. They come with the expectation of being permanent residents
and from the day of their arrivals take
hold actively to make the new homes
comfortable and to improve them.
They generally have some ready
money wheh they put Into our banks
and thus Increase the banking facilities in the three counties named. Almost every small settlement or town
in our section of BOO people has a
bank; all these financial institutions
are doing well and it means that, there
is much money on hand.
The larger towns in the three
counties named are constantly growing and Improving at a remarkable
rate. Handsome and large business
blocks are going up and many comfortable and commodious residences
costing from two to five thousand dollars are noticed in every town of any
size one goes to. As far as my own
city is concerned I can say consistently that we are more than satisfied
It is modern In
with its progress.
every way, It Is peaceful, It Is orderly, Its business territory Is constantly
on the Increase and it is doing better than even the most sanguine of
us old timers ever expected It would.
miles
The city now contains thirty-twof fine cement sidewalks which is certainly gratifying and will compare
very favorably with the record of
many cities of the same size and
larger not only In this Territory, but
for many hundreds of miles around.
Many new buildings are going up two
and three stories in height, constructed either of brick, stone or cement.
New Building Badly Needed.
"I was very glad to see that the bill
introduced by Delegate Andrews legalizing the issue of bonds for the erection of additional buildings at the
Military Institute voted In
1905 by the New
Mexico Assembly
has passed the House of Representatives and as the New Mexican said
will become law. We absolutely need
new buildings.
The want of these
has hampered the advance and growth
of the New Mexico Military Institute
very much.
Especially great is the
need of a new academic building; had
we such a one the regents could take
the building now used for academic
purposes and turn it into barracks.
Upon the passage of the bill in Congress validating the action of the New
Mexico Assembly, I am sure that the
Territory will be able to sell the bonds
at a handsome rate and from the proceeds the buildings that will be necessary should be erected although I
fear that the amount will not be sufficient and our people would greatly
like and would fully appreciate an appropriation of $15,000 by the present
Assembly for the construction of
buildings absolutely necessary at the
Institute. I have talked to a number
of the Councllmen and members of
the House and I find that the sentiment is very favorable and friendly to
our educational Institution of which
we are justly proud and whlqji is a
credit to the entire Territory. I have
done all the work I possibly could to
obtain pledges for an additional appropriation but cannot say that I have
Still
received absolute assurance.
the situation looks very bright and
I hope that our friends and the
friends of education generally In the
Assembly and out of it will help us
(Continued on Page 8),
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case of Pueblo Bonlto, also In this
There would be no diffi
Territory.
culty, It Is believed, In having the
Old Palace declared such a monument
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE
NEW MEXICAN
and have the government assume the
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
responsibility of keeping it In repair
MAX. FROST, Editor.
and restoring it as far as possible
to its original condition as was dePostofflce.
Fe
Santa
the
at
Entered as Second Class Matter
sired by resolutions passed
by four different Legislative
Dally, six months, by mall...... 4.00 Assemblies.
HATE3 OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
I .25 Dally, three months, by mall.... 2.00
Dally, per wek, by carrier
It was a costly inadvertance" that
2.00
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
In the grant of the building
resulted
1.00
month
six
75
Weekly,
Dally, per month, by mall
to
Thousands upon
the
76
Territory.
7
50 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, one year, by mall
thousands of dollars have been expended to keep the building from goOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ing to ruin, more than $1,000 having
It Is sent to been
Mexico.
expended In one year, It was
The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper In New
and growing circulation found necessary to rent the rooms In
vd h as
.very postofflce In the Terrltor.
we Southwest
the building for various and Inconvmong the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi
gruous purposes in order to secure
some returns for the outlay caused
The Legislature has come
by It.
down to consider seriously the granting of the building to the city 'for
would
municipal purposes, which
no mean its ultimate transformation lno
but
and
be
taxed,
fairly
IT
IS.
properly
AS
SITUATION
THE
Another
a burro stall and hay loft.
baitThe Republican majority In the more and no less. Corporation
be
bill
that
its
a
custodianship
will
Mexico
provides
sorry
In
New
prove
Assembly has ing
present Legislative
aro many resources placed In the hands of a hotly of wombeen foully abused, diligently slan- pastime, There
In this Territory that can only be en; an excellent Idea If It were not for
dered and grossly libelled since the
would need
built
Albuup by corporations and by com- the fact that the ladles
the
day of its convening, by
of f 3,000 to
an
annual
Mexico
has
appropriation
New
of
binations
capital.
querque Fakir Journal, the Jtoswel! not
in good
yet sufficient population, suffici- $5,000 to keep the building
Daily Democratic sheet and a few
ent wealth and sufficient stamina to condition not to speak of furnishing
of
wake
in
the
weeklies
yellow dog
in corpora- it. The cost of light, water and janithese. The members have been called Indulge indiscriminately
same time such tor services alone reaches a thousand
the
At
tion
baiting.
corruptlonlsts,
licodlers,
grafters,
trusts as the lumber combination in dollars a year at present and at that
thieves, "tools of Bursum" and the N'ew
Mexico, which has, up to date, price the Palace is poorly lighted and
like and that without rhyme and withalmost entirely without tax- badly kept.
escaped
fair
name
and
reason.
The
good
out
to
be made to come
should
ation,
As a national monument, the fed
asbeen
fame of the Territory have
the
Neither
that
and
speedily.
eral government with Its resources
time,
sailed day In and day out for no other
owners of the timber lands, nor the would keep the building In good con
purpose than to bolster the schemes owners of the saw mills have up to
to
dition; it would give it the prestige
desire
who
holders
office
few
of a
been assessed in proper manner that it deserves but which it has lost
rule or ruin regardless of conse- date
and it is about time that a change for of late years. Tourists have boon ex
quences to the people or to the party. the better should take place. Take,
cluded from the greater part of the
This is so apparent and to open that
e
for Instance, the American Lumber building and the parts of the building
it needs no argument and no mo-to Company at Albuquerque, a concern that they were shown were not clean,
Referring
proof to substantiate.
state
capitalized at eight millions or dol dust covered, neglected. The grant to
this very bad and unwholesome
and the stock of which pays great the government must be unconditional
lars
of affairs for the commonwealth, the
Look at its tax assess tinder the Lacy Act for only in case of
situ- dividends.
the
reviews
Citizen
Albuquerque
in the county of Bernalillo an unconditional grant is the Presi
ments
rea
in
and
promptly
ation properly
manufacturing dent empowered to accept it. But
cent editorial which contains so much where its principle see what
they It can be arranged with him and the
is situated, and
truth and so much good sound sense plant
of the Interior that the
amount to. There are others in this
that the New Mexican cheerfully re- line. Here is where action ana im Department
be placed in the hands
concustodianship
all
of
benefit
the
for
it
publishes
is of the Archaeological Institute for the
the
Assembly
action
mediate
by
the
receive
it
may
cerned and that
and aDsomteiy so.
purpose of establishing its projected
widest possible circulation. Says the necessary
American
Archaeology
companies and kindred cor School of
Citizen:
to pay therein.
The custodians would pro
porations should all be mado
"How utterly hopeless the
betheir just share of taxation, but other vide ample quarters for the New
organ of this city has
Recorporations such as the lumber trust Mexico Historical Society, for an
come, in its fight upon everything
museum,
should be made to follow suit. There auxiliary
archaeological
seen
publican, can plainly enough be
are no classes of property in this Ter- would establish a library of Ameriin its silly falsehoods and floundering
that are exorbitantly or highly cana, open reading and lecture rooms
efforts at abuse of Republican lead- ritory
or overvalued; quite tne re- and would give the building prestige
assessed
lines
these
In
ers. Its latest efforts
of them have just kicks and advertising that would redound
None
verse.
thrown
Is to be found in its having
or fair complaints coming. There is to the profit and glory of the comfit because the Republican House
no such thing as exorbitant taxation monwealth and especially of its Capideemed it wise to pass a bill against
or a tax burden in the Sunshine Terri-tnrv- . tal Cltv. This would be and should
official
bribery.
uttemuts at
Peoole mav talk about this, bo the ultimate destiny of the his
a
be
bill
great
to
"It declares the
themselves newspapers may declaim about it, toric old adobe pile whose claim to
insult to the Legislators
tax dodgers and knockers may howl national recognition Is so beautifully
as well as to the Territorial officials,
themselves hoarse declaring that they voiced In the classic language of ex- bill
the
who
passed
The Legislators
are excessive, but in all truth and Governor L. B. Prince when ho says:
ought lo be the best judges as to
soberness and reality and fact there
"Without disparaging the importown
their
whether they were insulting
is nothing of the kind in the Sunshine ance of any of the cherished
DemoIntegrity, and not the blatant
All assessments are low
localities of the East, it may be
cratic organ which has not ceased In Territory.
is no such thing as a tax truthfully said that this ancient pal
there
and
the
tirade
against
iis Insulting
were it not for the ace surpasses in historic Interest and
majority In the Legislature, burden. Indeed,
of
the counties and value any other ploe or object In the
some
of
debts
for a single moment since that body
which were Drought about eith- United States.
It antedates the setassembled. It has charged them with cities
In er by the folly of their citizens or tlement of Jamestown by nine years,
known
crime
and
vice
nearly every
bv the dishonesty of some of their and that of Plymouth by twenty-twits peculiarly rich vocabulary of billor by mismanagement nnd years, and has stood during the 308
officials,
become
not
should
ingsgate. That it
in official
affairs, of years since Its creation, not as a cold
KG'
extravagance
so excessively solicitous lest the
their counties and cities, there would be rock or monument, with no claim upon
should
impugn
majority
publican
as a tax rate In the interest of humanity except the
rwn integrity, can but expose Its scarcely such a thing
of New Mexico. If the property In the bare fact of Its continued existence,
lack
and
nauseating
hypocritical
Territory that is honestly subject to but as the livng center of everything
honesty or honor, or even common
at full value, of historic Importance in the South
The members of the Legisla taxation were assessed
to west.
Through all that long period
tnre are able to look out for their In the tax rate would be
of what it now stands. whether under Spanish, Pueblo, Mex
teeritv and to protect it even from
min
facts which every fair
ican or American control, it has been
the slanderous assaults of the Demo These are
ded and well posted citizen knows to the seat of power and authority.
cratic daily of this city.
and well established.
whether the ruler was called viceroy
"Then, too, the number of times In be absolutely
captain-generapolitical chief, de
which that same dally has charged
commander, or governor,
New .Mexico officials with bribing leg
A daily Democratic sheet published partnient
islators, and New Mexico legislators In Roswell, shouts for a government and whether he presided over a king
with being bribed by the officials, "for the white people" In New Mexico. dom, a province, a department, or a
sometimes with money and sometimes This means, it it means anything, territory, that has been his official
with office, would not come short of the disfranchisement
and
political residence.
filling a very large volume. Accord tyranny for what the tax dodgers and
"From here Onate started In 1599 on
ing to that paper itself such bribery knockers are pleased to call "the Mex- his adventurous expedition to the east
such
sworn
Is possible; indeed, it has
icans." How do prominent citizens of ern plains; here, seven
years later
hrlherv to have occurred time and
descent like this
800 Indians came from
f
Quivaro
Mexico,
New
of
in
the
history
again
to ask aid in their war with the
In
the
occur
it
may possibly
Hence,
In
from hero,
1618, Vicente de
future, and as the Legislature is not
Saliver set forth to the Moqul counTHE OLD PALACE.
enacting laws for itself, but for the
Joint Resolution Number 7, of the try, only to be turned back by rumors
future, the passage of tills law is
Assembly of 1901, which of the giants to be encountered; and
Legislative
such
At
rate,
and
any
seemly.
timely
federal
the
asks
government to take from here Penalosa and his brilliant
all
will
law
unprincipled
a
prevent
Old
at Santa Fe, says troop started on the Cth of March.
iPalace
the
over
organ
papers like the
"Whereas, New 1C02, on their marvelous expedition to
of this city, from befouling legislators among other things:
Itself Is more prolific In ar- the Missouri; In one of the strong
and Territorial officials in the future, (Mexico
other rooms the commissary general of the
as they have done In the past, by chaeological treasures than any
has already Inquisition was imprisoned a few years
and
the
of
Union,
office
part
of
of
barter
their favorite charge
contributed more largely than any later by the same Penalosa; within Its
for coveted legislation.
to the Na- walls, fortified as If for a siege, the
"But to look at It from another other state or territory
etc. Whereas, the bravest of the Spaniards were massed
standnnint. If the position of the tional Museum,
1882 and In the revolution of 1(580; here, on the
Democrat be well taken, why not say Territorial legislatures of
edifice 19th day of August of that year, was
this
historic
1884
that
asked
books
on
the
against
that every statute
be devoted to the preservation of the given the order to execute
t
bribery in elections or of witnesses or
of New Mexico, and two Pueblo prisoners In the plaza which
of
antiquities
commission
the
or
against
jurors,
secretaries of the Interior have offici- faces the building; here, but a day
any other crime, is an Insult to tne
recommended that its permanent later, was the sad war council held
Are
ally
commonwealth''
the
of
integrity
anti- which determined on the evacuation
the Territorial officials and the Leg use be that of a museum of the
so immaculate quarian collections of the Southwest, of the city; here was the scene of the
islators so
in the triumph of the Pueblo chieftains as
so far above the ordinary common and whereas, by Inadvertance
of the act of Congress which they ordered the destruction of the
enact
wording
Insult
to
an
is
that
it
people,
laws making them amenable thereto donated public lands to the Territory Spanish archives and the church ornafor the commission of an offense, for educational and other purposes ments In one grand conflagration;
which if committed by an ordinary passed June 21, 1898, the Palace prop- here De Vargas, on September H,
was Included In the cession made 1692, after the eleven hours' combat
private citizen would subject him to erty
conviction for a felony? In short, the by the United States to New Mexico of the preceding day, gave thanks to
without any wish for such cession on the Virgin Mary, to whose aid he atposition of the opposition 1s that the
common 'geezer' to use the favorite ex the part of our people, and whereas, tributed his triumphant capture of the
the two houses of the last legisla- city; here, more than a century later,
pression of the Journal, should be
ture, each by a unanimous vote, pass- on March 3, 1807, Lieutenant Pike was
for
and
convicted
punished
promptly
ed a joint resolution, asking the Uni- brought before Governor Alencaster
Terri
the
while
bribery,
States to reassume ownership of as au invader of Spanish Soil; here, In
ted
and
Immune
be
officials
should
torial
re1822, the Mexican standard, with its
free to use the political patronage at said property, now, therefore, be It
that this legislature considers eagle and cactus, was raised in token
will, without let or hindrance or re solved,
that the appropriate future of the that New Mexico was no longer a
gard for decency. Such may never
of Spain; from here, on the
have been done in the past, may not Palace should be as the home of the
be contemplated now, and may not great collections of archaeological 6th day of August, 1837, Governor
be likely in the future. But one and other antiquities of New Mexico Perez started to subdue the Insurrec
the South west.
tion in the North, only to return two
thing is certain such a law would and
render its commission impossible at
The purport of the resolution, draft- days later and to meet his death, on
the present and In the future.
L. B. Prince,, was the 9th, near Agua Fria; here, on the
ed by
"How much the morning paper op to get rid of .the Old Palace on the succeeding day, Jose Gonzales, a Puposes the law may be gathered from part of the Territory and to have es eblo Indian of Taos, was Installed as
its abuse of Mr. Holt, concerning tablished therein a branch of the Na governor of New Mexico, soon after to
whom it engaged in common, con- tional Museum or of the Smithsonian be executed by order of Armljo; here,
temptible lying. It stated that Mr. Institute. Nothing became of the mat- In the principal reception room, on
.Holt was removed from the office of ter, because there was no law under August 12, 1846, Captain Cooke, the
district .attorney. He was never re which the federal government could American envoy, was received by
moved, was never asked to resign. take over the Old Palace without spe Governor Armljo and sent back with a
and is district attorney now. But cial legislation by Congress. This has message of defiance; and here, six
then no one Is surprised at the Inten been remedied by the Lacy Act which days later, General Kearny took
tlonal Inaccuracies of the morning empowers the President of the Uni formal possession of the city, and
ted States to declare as national slept, after his long, weary march, on
paper."
monuments places and structures of the carpeted earthen floor of the pal
TAX THE LUMBER AND SAW MILL historic or prehistoric or scenic pre ace. Coming down to more modern
eminence and he has already done so times, It may be added that here. GenTRUSTS.
Corporations doing business In the In the case of Inscription Rock In this eral Lew Wallace wrote 'Ben Hur,'
Territory of New Mexico and enjoy- - Territory, Montezuma's Castle in Arl while governor of the Territory In
ing the protection of the law should zona, and will do so shortly In the 1879 and 1880."
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It la One of the Greateat Foea U
PhyslcHl Beauty.
If I were asked what was the great
est foe to beauty In both man and
women, I would say not errors In diet,
not lack of exorcise, not overwork, nol
corsets, not any one of these, but bad
mental habits. If we observe closely tht
faces of the people we meet at random
on the street, at the theater or In tin
great shops, we will observe that near'
ly all of them are characterized by the
lined mouth, the drawn brows and otn
er facial disfigurements which acconv
pany bad mental states.
What do I mean by bad mental
states? I mean anger, fear, worry,
anxiety, irritability, regret, envy, jeal
ousy, lack of trust In oneself and In
the great good. All these are bad mental states, and all these destroy beauty not only by Interfering with the
action of the vital organs, but by directly disfiguring the expression of tb
face.
Unless the beauty seeking young wo
man Is prepared to deliberately cultl
vate good nature, kindliness, calmness, cheerfulness even to hilarity, un
less she Is prepared to deliberately
conquer all tendencies to the bad men-tustates above mentioned, there will
be little or no results from her efforts
to deveop In herself that most dlvlni
gift of beauty. From "Health the
Basis of Womanly Beauty," by Dr. W.
R. C. Lntson, lu Outing Magazine.

SLEEVE PROTECTORS.
Good SuKKcation For Glrla Who D
OHlce Work.
Instead of using typewriting pnpel
with a baud of elastic for keeping the
sleeves protected when working lu an
otlice, how much better It would be
to make use of the attractive handkerchiefs sold In the art departments ol
A

the large stores at 10 cents apiece
They are made In a very few minute.1
to fit the arm.
One handkerchlel
makes a pair of sleeves. It is best te
buy a handkerchief Intended for a boy
as the ladles' size Is too small.
To make place the handkerchief upon
the table and cut off the two oppositt
corners four Inches from the point
Then take the remaining part of the
handkerchief and fold it In two, one
point on top of the other, and cut
ncross the center. Fit the pieces t
the arm, the point being placed ovei
the elbow nnd the two edges pinned
to fit the arm at the side seam. When
tills Is neatly sewed the sleeve pro
teetor Is complete, with the exceptioc
of the cuff, which Is made from the
corner already cut off and which it
neatly Joined to the edge of the cufl
nnd turned back on the arm. Four ol
these handkerchiefs would equip a
girl nicely for office work. Two should
last clean for a week, so that she
would always have two fresh ones foi
the following week. These should b
chosen, if possible, to match the gowa
Washington Star.

HEALTH AND BEAUTY.
Pure, unadulterated cream, sweet
and fresh, Is excellent for softening
and smoothing roughened skin.
Bran or starch sewed Into bags and
put In the bath water for a short whllt
before using It will render the watef
sofj.
Drinking a glass of water In which a
tablcspoonful of cornmeal has been allowed to soak for a few minutes reg
ularly three times a day will help to
clear the complexion.
When the hands are dirty try adding
a little sugar to the soap with which
they are washed. The sugar Increases
the lather nnd also the cleansing power of the soap and soon removes dirt
and stains.
A delightful complexion
powder Is
made thus: Two ounces each of zinc
oxide and precipitated chalk, seven
ounces of rice powder, one ounce each
Tint with
of talcum and orris root.
carmine aud perfume with oil of rose.
Dreaa and Ante.
A gentlewoman never by any chance
leaves her style of dressing open to the
wonder bow she managed to afford
in the
It, says Elizabeth Anstruther
Complete Beauty Book. She leaves
that wonder to a class of women with
whom she has little Indeed In common.
And a gentlewoman is never so silly
as to hope by her style of dressing ti
belie her age any more than her Income.
There are many womeu now
culled "fashionable" who dress themselves at sixty as they would at twenty-f-

IBSEN'S PARADOX.
And the Intimate Relation of Selene
to Society.
Ihma, my great compatriot, has In
ouo of bis works formulated the paradox that tho man Is strongest who
stands most alone. There Is certainly
some truth In this nay, there Is much
truth In It so far as science Is concerned. The man who in the search
for truth goes his way Independently
of other men nnd of other considerations Is certainly the man who Is apt
to ilnd the greatest and most valuable
truth. On the other hand, It Is also
true that science more than most other
things In life depends on
on the help of one's fellow beings, and
this becomes more and more true every
day. Many people are apt to forget
what science actually Is and what they
owe to science, for It Is through science that modern society actually exists, aud the development of society as
It Is today would be impossible If science were eliminated, Humanity is
growing; but, If science and the means
created by science are not growing, humanity will have to look forward to a
very miserable future. Therefore the
nation that wishes to be cared for
must support science and those who
cany on scientific work. Science will
live ber own life and has done so ever
since the days when Prometheus made
his fatal expedition to the gods and
stole the fire which Is more or less
burning In every one of us and cannot
There Is something
be extinguished.
sublime In this everlasting fire of science. Generation after generation disappears. The Individual Is nothing, but
always "watchful In the tower man
shall remain in sleepless contemplation." Dr. Nnnsen.

THE HUMAN THROAT.
It Has a Sort of I.lllle Brain That
C'ontrola I1h Actlona.
Did you know that the throat has a
brain of Its own? Few people are
aware of It, but It's a fact. There Is a
small ganglia which exercises direct
control of the muscles of the throat
and acts as Its brain. Of course It Is
subservient to the genuine bralu, bul
at the same time does a good deal of Independent thinking for itself. It is
very timid ami suspicious of any
strange objects that come near the
throat.
For this reason It Is very difficult for
a physician to operate on the throat.
Before anything can be done in this direction It is necessary for the operator
to gain the confidence of the little brain
that dominates It. It frequently takes
weeks before this confidence can be
secured, and until It Is secured It Is
impossible to perform an operation.
Woe to the man who attempts rough
treatment to the throat before gaining
the little brain's confidence. His operations will be reseuted with violent
paroxysms, first of the throat, then of
the diaphragm, and, If the operator still
persists, the patient will be thrown
Into convulsions. Still more curious Is
the fact that this little brain has a
memory, and If once frightened in this
way It Is almost Impossible to ever
gain Its confldence, no matter how
gentle the operator may be.

Historical Accuracy.
Perish the thought that the novelist
or playwright should be tied down to
historical accuracy! Lady Dorothy
Neville quotes on amusing correspondence between Bulwer Lytton and her
brother:
My Dear Walpole Here I am at Bath
.

bored to death. I am thinking of writing a play about your great ancestor, Sir
Robert. Had he not a Bister Lucy, and
did she not marry a Jacobite?
My brother promptly replied:
Dear Lytton I care little for my
family and still less for Sir Robert, but
I know that he never had a sister Lucy,
so she could not have married a Jacobite,
However, this mattered little to Lord
Lytton, for his. answer ran:
My Dear Walpole You are too late! Sir
Robert had a sister Lucy, and she did
marry a Jacobite.
So, In defiance of history, the play
"Walpole" came to be written.
My

her girlhood and young matronly In
In Crlmaon Gulch.
her young matronbood and keeps on
"What became of that man yon arthus, wearing the livery of her years
with a sweet dignity that makes the rested as a horse thief?"
.
foolish pretense of the grandmother In
"Lynched," answered
matter."
"I
a lingerie hat almost hideous.
suppose that ends the
"No. Some o' the boys had their
doubts, so we're goln' to call some witPin Money and Train Inn.
For the girl who Is to remain at nesses an' git evidence that he really
home and wishes to earn her own pin were the guilty party." Washington
money there is no better way than to Star.
take the catering off ber mother's
Freaence of Mind.
hands. One young girl of seventeen
It Is a mistake to think that It Is
did this last summer with most satisthe Englishman who keeps his
factory results. 'Her mother gave her only
at the beginning of each week a cer- head In a crisis. When a passenger
tain sum of money, the amount she steamboat suddenly struck a rock off
knew from experience to be sufficient Hongkong the other day, a number of
on board promptly started
to cover the regular expeuses of the Chinese
Whatever the looting the passengers' trunks. Punch.
table for the family.
young daughter could save from this
The Attraction.
amount was to be her commission. By
Nell Isn't she a peculiar girl? She
careful selection and payments of cash wouldn't look at him
when be was
for meats, vegetables and fruits she
but now, after he's lost all his
saved weekly from ?1.50 to $2.50. By rich,
she accepts him. Belle Well,
this method Bhe learned the value of money,
you know how crazy every woman Is
foundation
for
laid
the
also
she
money;
to get anything that's reduced!
a well conducted future home of her
classed
not
be
with
own, when she will
It takes two to make a marriage, but
the "Incompetent young housekeepers."
one to mar one. Smart Set.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

only

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKET8.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especlallv for the use of Justice
of the peace. They are especial
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index la front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10V4x6 Inches.
These, books are made up n civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 82

nages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pagei
civil and 320 pages criminal. To hi'
troduce them they, are oitvred at the
following low prices :
$2.78
Civil or criminal..?.
Combined civil and criminal.... 14.00
For 45 'tents additional (or a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
docket, '.hey will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accomnany order. State
Mainly whether English or Spanish
'printed heading li wanted.
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PL

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

of Jiew York

Co.,

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

LACOME & GABLE,

Proprietors.
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HOTEL
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tii'i
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....

1

American and European Plan. Commodious 8ample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

the Best RfBtanaits

in

,le fuulivett.

OPEN DAY an dNIGHT
REGULAR MEALS 35c MEAL TICKET,

'

FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS
SERVED A LA CARTE.

-

31

Meals

$5- -

...

!

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Pre-T- "
pared by New Cook From El Paso,

r"

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south aide pln.a.Jjgj-Jw- B
I

0. L.UPE

HERipA,

Prop.

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Piute-Pete-

1

1907.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.

Artlata aa Sign Falntera.

is surprising bow many noted English artists began life by painting luu
signs. Among them were Morland, Da
vid Cox, Herring and Sir William
Beechey. Millais painted a George and
Dragon sign for the George Inn, Hayes
common. Another George and Dragon,
ut Wargrave on Thames, has a double
sided sign painted by two It. A.'s. Goring on Thames has a sign from the
brush of Marcus Stone, H, A. There
ive,
but they are not elegant wom- are signs by Walter Crane and C'atou
at Grayshott and Kittle-worten, however much they may pay fot Woodvllle
Hogarth painted a number of
their clothes or for their steam yachts.
A gentlewoman dresses girlishly In signs for friendly publicans.

16,

THE PALACE HOTEL

.

It

FEBRUARY

8ATURDAY,

JH.SH.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

tit

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA FE,N. M

Subscribe for the Daily New Met!- The New Mexican Bindery is turnsome of the most artistic can and get the news.
It Is the
binding in the Southwest
moit completely equipped binderr In
the Rocky Mountain States south of
Is headquarters for legal blanks'of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prices low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full information ftrnlsb' u
ip g out

Tttor hMKis. bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
bv th New Mexican Printing com
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit purchaser.
When In need of anything on earth,
ad. It will
positively bring results.

try a New Mexican want

It you want anything on earth
a New ifexlcr "ad."

try

1

r.

,4.

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. JL

1907.

16,

WESTERN SENATORS
SECURE RECOGNITION
President Adopte Their Suggestion
and Modifies Order Suspending Issuance Land Patente.

OF IANTA FE,

oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Etabllhe tit 170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
Th

ALFRED H. iRODHEAD,

A. HUGHES, Vice President.

LEVI

Cashier,

Assistant

Transacts

and UniU" 'ea Protit

Surl

Capita! (1M,m.

a general

5M-W6- .

Loans

In ah its branches.

banklni buelnsse

on all kinds of personal and
money on the most favorable terms
Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all marksta for
seourlty.

Its customers.

Buys and sells domestlo

and

world on ae liberal terms as are given by

""

2
g

tt

thi

any

the

In

Ir. all respects, as la
alms to extend to them as liberal trwtmeni
of
sound
the
banking. Safety
and
principles
slstent with safsty
of
ths
publle Is respectfully
posit boxes for rei.t The patronage

con-

V,

D.
se-

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

$.

UOHWBLL, NKW

MBX1CO.

THE MILITARY 8CH00L OF NEW MEXICO
tCstabllehed and 8tipported by the Territory.

EIGHT

MEM INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com
eloctrlc-Mghtesteam-heateail conveniences.
baths, water-work-

Colieas.
plete;

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, J350 per session.
hree terms of thirteen weeks oae.li.
is a noted health respn, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine svury day from September to June.

H08WELL

W.

Jaffa,

REOENTS-Nath- au

M

Reed,

Flnlay tod E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

COL.

0J0 CALlEfJTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmllea west
of Taos, and fi'ty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to J 22 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 8,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There ia now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,688,24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkallre Hot Springs in

I

Bar-ane-

J.

Ojo

Yontz
IN

W. WILLSCN,

W. A.

"

Supl.

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rlin
niatism, Neuralgia, Maliria, Brlght'3
Disease of the Kidneys, y Dbtlitic and
Mercurial Affections, p- ifula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femul t mplaiats, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging v. .d bathing $2.50
per Jay; $15
per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fc train upon request. This resort Ig attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Pas
sengers for 0,3 Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
For further parOjo Callente, $7.40.
ticulars, address
-r

Proprietor.

Callente. Taos County,

N

M

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER

Mexican Filigree

Clock Jewelry

JEWELRY

and Hani Painted China.

Repair of Flue Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs (and
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Ketall.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

ln

CHAKLES W. DUDROW

Lfltnkf , Sash, and Doors
Corel

and Store) Wcm1
CERR1LLOS

uk! HAGAN

Eirr

Dry, Cut to Fit

A'V l 9m

?JM

1

Yew Stow

D!hrrd

to Aor

Part f tk Gtra

TRANSFER and iTORAOK: We Haul Xretrtkdag Kevaftie
rkut j j Santa Fe. Breach Ofice Jk TftfAt at Cenilloe, M. If.
tW.IiHJrMajan
hiU mi,!,, a ii'Ht't i
t

I

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of floods formerly carried at "Our
Place!' hae been added to my etock- - I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

Claire.

Iuis;

Normandie.
J. C. Murray, El Paso; Frank
Eckherle, Carmin, 111.; George Leh
man, Albuuerue.
PRESS OFFICIAL
PASSES THROUGH NEW MEXICO

ASSOCIATED

HERE AT HOME.
Santa Fe Cltizene Gladly Testify and
Kidney Pills.
It U testimony like the folloylng
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills
so far above competitors.
When peo
ple right here at heme raise their
voice In praise there is no room left
for doubt. Read the public statement
of a Santa e citizen:
Manuel Montoya, of Canon St,, says;
"Eight months ago and for a year and
a half previous to thut my Back ached
continuously. If there was any time
when a change was notineabla it was
during wet and rainy spells, when
possibly the aching increased. Doan's
Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's
Pharmacy effectually stopped the ach
ing and what to mo is considerable
more Important and value, during the
last eight months there has not been
a sign of a recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Now York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. .
Foster-Milbur-

Feb. 16.
Alamogordo, N. M
Charles S. Dlehl, assistant general
manager of the Associated Press with
hadquarters in Chicago, accompanied
by C. L. Chapman, of New York, and
C. H. Chandler, of Chicago, mining
here
capitalists,
passed through
Thursday last on the Goldon State
Limited enroute to Parral, Mexico, to
look over mining property in which
J. F. Huckel,
they are interested.
general manager of the Fred Harvey
curio and news service, of Chicago,
accompanied the party as far as El
Paso.
Special Announcement Regarding the
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
We are pleased to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles Is not affected
by the National Pure Food and Drug
law as It contain no opiates or other
harmful drugs, and we recommend It
as a safe remedy for children
and
adults. Sold by Ireland Pharmacy.
Croup ceil positively be topped In
twenty minutes. No vomiting nothing to sicken or distress your child.
A sweet, pleasant, and safe syrup,
called Dr. Shoop's Croup Cure, does
the work and does It quickly. Dr.
Shoop'B Croup Cure Is for Croup alone,
remember. It does not claim to cure
a dozen ailments.
It's for Croup,
Soli by the Fischer
that's all.
Drug Co.
To stop a cold with "Preventlcs"
is saf r than to let it run and cure
It afterwards.
Taken at the "sneeze
tage" Preventlcs will head off all

olds and Grippe, and perhaps save
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
ESTABLISHING
WATER TREATING PLANTS Preventlcs are little toothsome candy
cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent
boxes. If ytu are chilly, If you begin
N.
16.
The
Feb.
M.,
Alamogordo,
trial, given the electrical process of to sneeze, try Preventlcs. They will
cold and please you.
treating water by the El Paso & surely check the
Southwestern Railroad at this point Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.
has shown such good results in the
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
two weeks of operation that the rail
road company has decided to Install most obstinate coughs and expels the
two other plants at watering stations cold from the system as it is mildly
laxative. It is guaranteed. The genon the eastern division of the road.
Is in the yellow package. Sold
The new treating plants will be In- uine
Ireland
by
Pharmacy.
150
stalled at Pastura, a station about
miles north of here, and the other
Chronic Constipation Cured.
one at Pintado, 2C7 miles east from
One who suffers from chronic conEl Paso.
danger of many serious
The plant here was put In operation stipation is
about two weeks ago and It has been ailmentj. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
cures chronic constipation as it aids
running since. The plant has a daily
and stimulates the liver and
output, of 30,000 gallons and it Is digestion
intended to increase the capacity of bowels, restoring the natural action of
toIt in the future. It is located in the these organs. Commence taking It
once.
and
at
will
feel
better
you
day
old shops of the Southwestern which
were abandoned when the company Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not
nauseate or gripe and is very pleasmoved into the new shops at El Paso. ant
to take. Refuse sub tltutes. Sold
buildAt both Pintado and Pastura
Ireland Pharmacy.
by
ings will be erected to house the
plants, both of which will have a caLa Grippe and Pneumonia.
pacity of 100,000 gallons a day. The
Foley's Honey and Tar cures la
new plants will be located near the
east terminus of the eastern division grippe coughs and prevents pneumonia. Refuse any but the genuine
of the Southwestern at the two places
In the yellow package.
Sold by Irementioned which are water stations.
land Pharmacy.
The water that is treated by electricity at the new plants will be used
It's a pleasure to tell our readers
by the engines on the eastern end of
the line and the engines on the Daw- about a cough cure like Dr. Shoop's.
For years Dr. Shoop has fought
son line.
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
or other unsafe ingredients commonly
RAILWAY MAIL
Dr. Shoop
WARFARE PREDICTED found in cough remedies.
the Pure
it seems, has welcomed
Food and Drug law recently enac
Washington, Feb. 16. Action taken ted, for he has worked along similar
by Assistant Postmaster General
lines for many years. For nearly
In decldng on a competitive
twenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure
basis the controversy between the containers have had a warning prin
Burlington and Rock Island Railways ted on them against Opium and other
as to which road should control the narcotic poisons. He has thus made
Western continental mall service west It possible for mothers to protect
of Chicago, will result in a merry war their children
by simply insisting on
for mall contracts all over the coun- having D . Shoop's Cough Cure, gold
try, In the opinion of members of by the Fischer Drug Co.
Congress.
It Is asserted here that the Santa
Does coffee
disagree with fou?
Fe, which is a shorter route to Kan- Probably it does!
Then try Dr.
sas City than the Burlington, may be Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cofnext to enter the field with a still fee" is a clever combination of parchlower bid, and that the New York ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
Central and other Eastern roads will real coffee, remember, la Dr. Shoop's
hav the fight of their lives to hold lealth Coffee, yet its flavor and
on to their present mail business.
taste matches closely olJ Java anJ
If your stomach,
Mocha Coffee.
MAKING IMPROVEMENTS
heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee
AT CLOUDCROFT drinking, try Health Coffee.
It Is
wholesome, nourishing and satisfying.
Clouflcroft, N. M., Feb. 16. This It's safe even for the youngest child
Cp.
popular summer resort Is undergoing Sold by Cartwrtght-Davl- s
many Improvements in preparation for
The editor of the Memphis, Tenn.,
the coming season. Many new cot
tages are being erected and the Lodge "Times" writes. "In my opinion
is being enlarged so as to accommo Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
date a much larger number of guests. remedy for coughs, colds and lung
General Manager H. J, Simmons of trouble, and to my own personal
the El Paso and Southwestern Rail knowledge Foley's Honey and Tar has
road has announced that during the accomplished many permanent cures
ccming summer a total of ten excur- that have been little short of marvesions will be run by this road from lous." Refuse any but the genuine In
El Paso and other Texas points to the the yellow package. Sold by Ireland
resort, including an excursion on the Pharmacy.
Fourth of July.
Piles get quick relief from Dr.
THIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
No one Is Immune from kidney trou Its made alone for piles and it works
ble, so just remember that Foley's with certainty and satisfaction. ItchKidney Cure will stop the Irregulari- ing, painful, protruding, or blind piles
ties and cure any case of kidney and disappear like magic by Its use. Try
bladder trouble that Is not beyond the it and see. Fischer Drug Co.
reach of medicine. Sold by Ireland
Pharmacy.
RAILROAD

-

W. M. Atkinson,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

WatGhes,

;

HOT SPRINGS.

e

H. C.

Session Is

Colo.

A. W. Mornlngstar, Ixjrdsburg; Will- lam Gregg, Estancla; John W. Sullivan, Hagan; W. E. Heasley and wife,
ATucumcarl; B. J. Stone, St.
lbert Stern, Las Vegas.

five-yea-

-

-

llclted.

Alamosa,

five-yea-

line, and

banking

Feb. 16.
Western
Washington,
members of the Senate have received
from President Roosevelt a copy of an
order just Issued which virtually re
vokes Secretary Hitchcock's order
suspending Issuance of land patents
until entries can be examined on the
ground by special agents,
The President has so amended the
secretary's order that homestead and
timber land entries may now be patented, when entrymen have complied
with the law and permitted proof
thereof, no field examination being
necessary.
In fact, uunder the modified order,
examination by a special agent Is only
required where fraud is indicated, or
when the homesteader is endeavoring
to commute.
The modification is in line with the
recommendations which have recently
been made to the President by sev-erWestern Senators.
The President's order states that no
examination In the Held by a special
agent shall be required in the following classes of entries:
homestead enFirstFinal r
tries heretofore made where the proof
Is satisfactory and complete.
Second Final certificates and re
r
homestead
ceipts in final
proofs heretofore or hereafter made
when the proof is satisfactory and
complete.
Third Homestead entries commuted on ceded Indian lands In which
"annual payments are required.
Fourth Kntrles where claimants'
compliaa.ee with the law has been es
tablished by contest or other regular
adverse proceedings.
Fifth Entries confirmed by virtue
of any act of Congress.
Sixth Selections and entries in
which no residence or improvement Is
required by law, when the lands em
lobraced are situated in
calities, as shown by records of the
geological survey, or when their char- acer has been fixed by investigation
and classification made In accordance
with law.
Seventh Reissuance of patents be
cause of clerical error occuring In
patents heretofore Issued.
Eighth Military bounty land warrants and other similar warrants when
requisition proof has been made.

Palace.
D. A. Cameron and wife, Coleman,
Texas; F. A. Sullivan, Denver; R. P.
Matchey, New. York; Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Wilson, Mattoon, 111.; C. B. Mitchell, Omaha, Neb.; Ray McThomas,

a

civilised

rate of three per cent per annum, on a alx month' or year's term.
I Ibersl advances made on ooneignmonts of live stock and products.
The bank executes ail orders of Its patrons

at

of

Intersst a'lowed on time deposits at the

public or private.

ifnc),

and

exchange

foreign

to all parts

of monoy

makes telegrsshlc transfsre

HOTEL ARRIVALS

.

Every

7cns3

know
i ia luteretied and
Don't forget our large tad complete
iMARVEL Whirling Spray
bindery and Job department All work
I IM new YuImI
handled promptly and in the moat up- JIM Jl on apnwm- manner. One trial make yon
permanent patron.
eF-'2- ?r.
.
lu ir drimiBt for It.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such If ha cannot buddit tbeno
accept
MARVEL,
lAnil
for
lint.
nthMr
tanin
as are required by law, printed In
ft
UliutraM bok-oblank form by the New Mexican fin udlHNinM mmt llNwrlnna1rtIn.
nliMDle to Imliet. M AH El. to.
KUli
Printing Company.
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DELICIOUS BEVERIOGE.
Health Table Alalt,
Is a most delicious beverage. It may
be drunk freely at any time, by man,
woman or child. It builds up tired,
weak bodies and shattered nerves.
A

Dr. Laurltzen's

H. 8. KATJNB & CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORK

Phone
Pbn

ii

Si H
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(Homestead Entry No. 9,742.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that FauHtin
Qulntana of Pecos, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
riz.: Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
of
made August 6, 1906, for the NE
sectlou 81, township 16 N., range 13
E., and that said proof will be made
before the register and receiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 28, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz.: Feflz Blea, Bernnbel Qulntana,
Martin Baiela and Candldo Qulntana,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

4
i

h

54

:

--

O'-i

i""o

talk

.,

five-yea-

STUDY THE MAP.

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F.
f
for the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easty grades and short rouie
to the Eat ami West, and direct communication
with all points in the
Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Wlllard
f
soon as the
is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest waier in New Mexico. The geographical center of Torrance County and of New .Mexico.
The water point on the great A., T.& S. F. short line through New
is a growing town. Willi ard will make a City. Study the Map.
Your opportunity is there.
For information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR,
Cut-of-

Cut-of-

WILLARD,

Homestead Entry No. 6,826.)
Notice for Publication.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ATTO Rf '
W.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has
MAX. FR08T.
filed notice of his Intention to make
Attorney at law.
r
final
proof In support of his danta fa New Mexico.
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
made February 4, 1902, for the
RICHARD H. HANNA.
SW1-of section 14, township 14 N.,
Attorney at Law,
12
and
will
that said proof
E.,
range
Phone 61.
Office, Grlffla Bit
be made before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March
G. W. PRICHARD,
27, 1907.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
He names the following witnesses
Practice In all the District Court
to prove his continuous residence
md glvea special attention to case
upon, and cuiuvatlon
of, the land, before the Territorial
Supreme Court.
viz.:
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores
Office, Laughlin Bit., Santa Fe, N. M.
Gonzales, Donaclano Gonzales, Marcos
Lucero, all of Pecos, N, M.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Attorney at law.
Register.
aaota re,
New Mexico.
EYt-AT-L-

Encar-nacio-

n

flve-ya-

4

(Homestead Entry No. 5480.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 31, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Ofelia
has filed
Rivera, of Pecos, N.
notice of his Intention to make final
r
proof In support of his
Homestead Entry No.
claim, viz.:
5480, made January 6, 1900, for the
S
SW
NW
and
SW
SW
NW
section 17, township
16 N, range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before the register and
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March
five-yea-

M.

tacrotary
eeerre,

CONY I. etriomv
Mining Engineer,
and Treasurer Nevt Mexico
chMl ef Mire,
New Mexico.

CORBET A 8MYTHE.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulle
Engincere.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
East (Ida Plain
Saata Fe. N M
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Las duces,
New Mexico.
Practices In the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

HIRAM T. "ROWN.
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
U. at Mineral Survever
Palace Are.
ta a,
New Mexle.

Office, Sena BIX
CHAS.

N.

A. LAW,
.

f

ROMAN L. BACA,

Real Estate and Mines.
0. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Spaniih Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
New Mexico.
Clayton,
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United
States
District
Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law-

'

2

A. W.

POLLARD,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna Ottnty.
.
.
New Mexico
Oemlsg

14, 1907.

BONHAM

He names the following witnesses

a wade,

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
M. Regu1, A. F. ft
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonle Hall at 7: is

i

Attorneys at Liv.
Practice in the Supreme and Die
p. m.
trlet Courts of the Territory, in the
R. H. HANN'A, W. M.
Sablno Varela, Pedro Rivera,
Varela, and Faustin Ortiz, all of Probate Courts and before the U. S. ALAN R. McCOKD, Cecy.
Peeos, N. M.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
Register.
1, R. A. M. Regular
E. C, ABIOTT,
convocation Ind MonNotice for Publication.
Attorney at law.
day of each month it
Practice in the District and Ba
Department of the Interior,
Masonle Hall at 7: it
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
preme Courte. Prompt and earefal at
mention given to all business.
January 12, 1907.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Notice is hereby given that Tomae ianta 'e
New Mexico. ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
Vianueva of Galisteo, New Mexico,
has filed notice of his intention to
A. I. RENEHAN,
Santa Fe Commander? No.
make final five year proof in support
PrMtlces In the Supreme and Dl
1, K. T. Regular conclave
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry trlct
Law
Land
Court,; Mining and
fourth Monday In each
No. 5476 made January 5, 1900, for
Specialty. Rooms l Sen Bldg.
month at Masonic Hall at
the SE
Section 10, Township 13 Palace Are., Santa
Fe, N. M.
W. B. GRIFFIN, I. C.
:J0 p. m
N Range 9 E., and that said proof
W. H. KENN1DY, Recorder.
will be made before the Register and
F.
CHA.
EAILEY,
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Late Surveyor General)
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
on February 21, 1907.
Attorney at law.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
He names the following witnesses
New Mexico.
ganta Fe
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meet
to prove his continuous residence
and Mining Business a Specialty on the third Saturdav of each mont'.i
viz:
and
cultivation
the
of,
land,
upon,
at 7:11 o'clock In the evening la
Jose Allres, Marcos Anaya, Juan
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Maeonlo Hall, south side of Plasa.
Vianueva, Juan Ortega, all of GalisAttorney at law.
Vleitlng Scottish Rite Free Mssoas are
teo, New Mexico.
District Attorney for Second JuJialal cordially Invited to attend.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
District
CHARL1S FRANKLIN 1ASLBT, SI.
Register.
Practices U the District Court and
Venerable Maater.
the Supreme Court of the Territory; P1RCT FRANCIS
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
KNlQHT, 14, Sec.
before
also
States
the
United
Supreme
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roawell dally. Court in Washington.
I. O. O. F.
RoaAutomobile leavea Torrance
Albuquerque, New Mexlfti.
well at 4 a. m. and arrive at Hoawell
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
at 12 noon. Automobile leave Roameets every Thursday evening In Odd
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrive
Notary Public.
Fellows' Hall, 8an Francisco street
Office with the New Mexican
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beVisiting brothers welcome.
tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
and between Torrance and Roawell
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
m automobile by
OSTEOPATHY.
110. Reaerre aeat
DR. CHARLTt A. WHEILON,
J. W. STOCKARD,
Wire.
I. P. O. E.
Manager AutomoM'" Line.
Osteopath.
10S
No.
Ave.
Palace
Herewith are some bargain offered
Santa Fe Lode, No. 4(0, B. P. 0. 1.
ComSuccessfully treats acute and chronle
by the New Mexican Printing
holds It regular session on the secon
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the 4) tease without drug or medietas
No charge for Consultation.
and fourth Wednesdays of each mont.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, beep
m
Phone til. Visiting brothers are invited and well p. m.
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Mlaaonri Hours:
NORMAN L. KINO,
come.
. B.
Pleading forms, 31; Missouri Code
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
Pleadings, 8; the two tor (10; Adapt- FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 190S, English northern Santa Fe County, about twenFRATERNAL UNION.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full ty mllea from this city, Is for sale,
S.Mi Fe Lodg4, No. 251, Fraternal
Flexible-Cove- r
at a bargain. For particulars apply to Union of America. Regular meeting!
leather, $3; SherlT
Santa Te, Brat and third Mondays in each month
Pocket Docket, alngle, $1.25; two or Max. Frost, Box No. C.-more book, $1 each; New Mexico Su- New Mexico.
at I o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hai:;
preme Court Report, Noa. S to 10, InSan Francisco street Visiting Pratclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corers welcome.
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
The best short order meals are now JAGOIE G. MONTOYA,
poration Laws 75c; Compilation MinFraternal
ing Laws, 60c; Money's Digest of being served at the Bon Ton RestauMaster.
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; rant. The best cooks, and waiters are 1BN1TO ALARXD, Secy.
full Hit school blanks.
JREQORfO RAEL, Treas.
employed at 'his place.
to prove his continuous residence
on and cultivation of the land, viz:

up-
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

dressers SHOUT

ESTABLISHED 1856.

TAILORING

UJLUJ1U

r';

Our Tailor

Fade Suit

-

-

Department.

ft

Ik

-

-

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS

The Hollingsworth Twins
MYRTLE

of the

leading Ladies

i
ls
1
i Wiry wsufferwilh
iii when
1

pa

BAlLARDSSNOWi
LiNiMQSir
WILL

CURE

CUTS OLD
SOKES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
O. A. Friedel, Dallas, Tex.
writes: lil use Ballard's Snow
RHEUMAT1SA1

Liniment for my family.

It

25c, 50c and $1.00

j

llij

FISCHER

Season.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

DRUG CO.

Winter Millinery
selling at and below cost ostrich plumes, fancy wings and feathers all at a bargain. Felt hats at
your own price. Call early and select
the cream of the lot.
Now

Miss A. Mugler.

Specialty.

j

1
ST. LOUIS, MO,
n n iMiilHTfirnr J

Sold and Recommended by

I

Plata,

I

is tho best Liniment mad.
It relieves burns and scalds.'

Fruits and Vegetables

A

D

CORSET COVERS

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

COMPANY.

DRAMATIC

Opera House Week of February 18.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

!

AND MAUDE,

HOUSTON-FRANKLI-

I

"M. V." BUTTER

PUR-CHASE-

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.

Fof

in

UUili

NOW.

NATHAN SALMON

of All Kinds

UllUUi

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR IS A BIG

J'

n

HI 1111

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF

Suit Yourself

i

1907.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL
SALE

iffhi r4$mw

J'y

16,

INCORPORATED 1903.

warn m

for "LAMM"

Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, wife of the
Secretary of the Territory returned
Thursday from a ten days' visit to relatives In Denver and Omaha.
Max Nordhaus, vice president and
general manager of the Charles Ilfeld
Mercantile Company, one of the largest business firms In the Southwest
and who has been a house guest at the
Staab residence on Palace Avenue for
the past few days, returned to the
Meadow City this forenoon. He attended to Important business matters
and to legislative affairs while in the
city.
Colonel and Mrs. Frost Sunday last
entertained a small party at dinner.
The guests were: Representative and
Mrs. Horace C. Abbott of Springer;
Representative and Mrs. Kimer R.
Studley of Raton: Hon. nnd Mrs. Arthur Seligman of this city and Miss
Minnie Holzman of Albuquerque.
With London made elothesg and it's time to do it. If you
President Charles A. Sniess. of the
are
comfortable. Spring Is comln they aro always loose, but they
Council, left this morning
Legislative
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had better do so.
for his home In the Meadow City to
speud Sunday. He will return to the
SPRING SAMPLES
Capital tomorrow evening.
hello
to
say
Our elegant line of spring samples at hand, waiting
Hon. and Mrs. Thomas I). Burns and
the
face
to you. We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on
Miss Margarita, of Tierra
daughter,
of every man who Is wise enough to come to us for his new suit.
Amarilla. are sojourning in the City
of Mexico and are guests at the Hotel
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
JO
Jardin. They will be absent from the
shoulders
the
our
clothes
because
in
There is a great comfort
Territory several weeks.
the
at
coats
are roomy,
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the
The tea given on Monday afternoon
siime time the garments drape the figure admirably.
by .Mrs. C. O. Luckenbach, Mrs. H.
C. Luckenbach. and Miss Luckenbach,
OUR CLOTHES
at their beautiful home, 307 Palace
tailis
hand
each
because
Hold their shape permanently
part
Avenue, proved to be a very enjoyable
before
a
rigid Inspection
ored and each yard of cloth undergoes
society event. The dining room was
being made up.
decorated in smilax and on the table
was a handsome centerpiece of daffo
OUR SELECTIONS
addils and daisies. Mrs. Dye poured
Together with our hand, tailored service offers you the same
tea, Mrs. Walter chocolate, and Mrs.
vantages enjoyed by people living In the big metropolitan cities.
Knight presided over the ices. The
SUITS
were perfect to the
appointments
Mrs. E. C. Abbott,
smallest detail.
MADE
Mrs. Hanna and the Misses Massie,
McPie, Cross and Dougherty assisted
TO
In the dining room. There were a
hundred guests.
ORDER
Board of Trade Dance.
The most successful dance ever
FROM
given by the Woman s Board of
Trade, both from a social and finan
$15.00
cial standpoint, took place on Monday
evening last at. the Palace Hotel. The
TO
nlasant event was attended by be
tween 175 and 200 guests and included
$35.00.
a large number of the members of tin
Legislative Assembly, their wives anc
AND
Tho grand march
people.
formed at 9 o'clock and It was afte.EVERY
the midnight hour when the dancers
departed for their homes. Excellent
SUIT
music was furnished by Morrisons
full orchestra. During the intermisGUARNTEED.
sion a dainty lunch was served. The
committees having charge of the de
lightful affair received many compli
ments on the success of their undertaking. The sum of $155 was realized
from the proceeds of the dance after
all expenses were paid and this win
be added to the library fund.
B. G. Wilson, 'New Mexico manager
of the Continental Oil Company, who
spent the past week in this city on
company affairs, went to Albuquerque
tonight to spend Sunday at his home.
He will return to the Capital Tuesday
next.
:
:
Miss Amelia Frenger, of Geneva,
Switzerland, is a house guest of Miss
McFie at the residence of Judge and
Mrs. McFie on Palace Avenue.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere and daughter,
Miss Otero, are visiting In Albuquer
que. Mrs. Bergere's neaun is steauuy
Improving.
Mrs. Solomon Luna, who is the
suest of her father and mother at Al
buquerque, has nearly recovered from
the effects of a recent operation and
will likely visit the Capital about the
first week In March. She hopes to be
able to travel comfortably then.
Mrs. Carl A. Dalles, wife of Councilman Dalies, of tho Eleventh Council District, who spent the past two
weeks with her husband in this city,
returned during the week to her home
at Willard. She expects to visit the
Capital again shortly.
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Corner
The following well known citizens
of New Mexico, spent this week In
the National Capital in consultation
with members of the commission and
of the Senate and House Committees
on Public Lands concerning the question of grazing of live stock on the
public domain: Hon. Solomon Luna,
president of the Ban It of Commerce,
Albuquerque, and of the New Mexico
Sheen Growers Association; Will C.
Barnes, secretary, of the Territorial
Cattle Sanitary Board; Harry W.
Kelley, wholesale merchant at Las
Bakers-field- ,
Vegas; Dr. H. A. Jastro, of
California, who Is president of
the Victorio Land and Cattle Com- rmnv. havine large landed and live
stock interests in the soutnern part
of tihe Territory, was with the party.
On Tuesday afternoon from 3 to 5
8'';-o'clock Mrs. C. C. Scroufe was hostess
to a few friends at a delightful card
party given In her apartments at
the Palace Hotel. Daffodils were used
Five
profusely in the decorations.
hundred and bridge whist were played
at Ave tables. Mrs. Shearon being
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
awarded the first prize at five hunSupplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
dred, while Mrs. Renehan carried off
the honors at bridge whist. Light refreshments were served at the close
ofrthe afternoon. Twenty guests were
WOOD-DAVpresent as follows: Mesdame Frost,
Bergere, Crandall, Llewellyn, Palen,
Dye, Spitz, E. C. Abbott, Cartwrlght,
Weltmer, Baca, Renehan, Shearon,
Aldrlch, at Gallup, H. C. AbWlngert,
:
:
14
bott, of Springer, Studley, of Raton,
Dalles, of Willard, Miss Mabel Helen
Baum, of Denver, and Miss Spitz.
and Mrs. W. T. Thornton are in Collma, Mexico, where they
will remain until May when they will
go to Los Angeles, California.
Thornton has greatly imART PICTURES AND FRAMING
In health and Mrs. Thornton
proved
We make a specialty of PgYB&OPING, PRINT
is quite well.
INQ and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Numa Raymond, of Geneva, Switzer- Attention. Send for Catalogua.

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

For Half

nues leading to the depot. After an
able discussion the whole matter was
referred to the committee with power
to act.
The subject of a nuisance In the
Santa Fe River and that of the wanton
destruction of trees, was referred to a
committee consisting of B. M. Read,
Professor Wood and Mr. Broadhead to
present the matter to the City Council
at Its next meeting and ask for action.
Professor Wood reported that the
architect of the Presbyterian Board iu
charge of the building of the Boys'
Industrial School had already reached
the Territory, so that the Board of
Trade may soon expect to see the tangible result of its labors by the erection of this important structure.
Captain Muller reported progress as
to the publication of the booklet on
Santa Fe and exhibited a number of
excellent pictures for its Illustration.
B. M. Read moved the adoption of
the following resolutions and this was
unanimously carried:
Resolution.
Whereas, The rooms of the Histor- leal Society In the Palace have for
years been the most attractive feature
of Santa Fe to tourists, and are visited
persons annually than
any other locality, but are now entirely inadequate for the classification
and proper exhibition of the rapidly increasing historical objects, books and
manuscripts of the society; and
Whereas, The Society has been
waiting for over two years for the use
of the rooms lately occupied by Judge
Laughlin, in order properly to arrange
its exhibition; and a Legislative Joint
Resolution granting the use of said
rooms was unanimously passed by the
Council on January 28th, which has
not yet been acted on by the House of
Representatives.
Resolved, That the House of Representatives be earnestly requested to
pass said resolution at the earliest
time practicable; and the members of
the House from Santa Fe County are
requesed to urge such action without
delay.
Resolved, That a copy of these
resolutions be transmitted
by the
secretary to the Speaker of the House
for presentation to that honorable
body, and copies be sent to the representatives of this county in said
House.
Delegates Appointed.
ThcTPresident appointed the following as delegates to the Good Roads
Convention to be held on Monday
evening next; R. L. Baca, A. Staab,
B. M. Read, II. S. Kaune and Professor J. E. Wood. After a general discussion of various matters of local
importance the meeting adjourned.
by-m-
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Century

P.O.

tbe Leading Dry

Box 219.

-- o

Goods

House

Phone

No. 86.

the City.

Id

i CHARLES WAGNER i
Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds- - Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
'Phont Ilk

Francisco St.

q

Night Call 'Phone No.

U

S.

PUNE

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26.

-

WE NOW HAVE

Phone 26

FULL LINE OF

A

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
f

NEW PANCAKE
LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

land, who, however, Is spending the
winter In New Mexico at Las Cruces,
has been a visitor in this city" for
several days"on personal business. He
returned to Las Cruces today.
Colonel George W. Prichard and Attorney A, 13, Renehan, spent 'the past
week in Estancia, the county seat of
Torrance County, engaged in legal
business before the district court In
session there.
Colonel and Mrs. H. II. Betts, of
Silver City, have been guests at the
Palace Hotel for the week. They will
Subscribe for the Dally New Mei.
likely return to their southern home can and get the news.
the middle of the coming week.
Manager Ford Harvey of the Harvey eating house system who has been
In Ash Fork for some time supervising the construction of the new Harvey Hotel there has gone to Kansas
He
City and Chicago on business.
passed La my yesterday.
V
I

Closing Oil

Sale?

CUT PRICE8 IN

FURNITURE
Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
AND

CALL

GET PRICES.

D. S. LOWITZK1.

'

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

THE

IS

HARDWARE CO.

228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

HOWLANO

The Price of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
Incldeu. to certain skin diseases, is
almost instantly allayed by applying
Salve. Prloe 25 cents,
ir eale by all druggists.

&

CO.

510 South Broadway
7,08 ANGELES. CAXIF.
"GOOD

ROOM8."

can get a good room at the
Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
You

REGULAR MEETING
BOARD OF TRADE!

1

jztJ

1.--

.

.

3

H. B. Cartwriciit Cl Bro,

Held Last Evening at Office of Water
Pass Resolutions AdCompany

dressed to Legislature.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Board of Trade was held last evening
at the office of the Water Company
and was well attended and full of
spirit. Hon. L. B. Prince presided and
W. C. Schnepple was secretary.
Dr. Mera was unanimously elected
to membership,
B. M. Read, from the Committee on
"Garlta," reported that he had had an
Interview with Mr. Ortiz, the owner
of the property and there was a good
prospect of success In the negotiation,
The committee was continued.
H. C. Broadhead. chairman of the
Committee on Tree Planting, made an
Interesting report regarding, the destruction of shade trees on Don Gasper Avenue and the prospects for
planting on Montezuma and other ave- -

WHOLESALE GROCERS

j

6 rah, FUmr

Patent JU4ifc

Just received

a full line

iiii)iffnf

i

I

for Reception and
220 San Franolsco

-- IN-

of White

Plumes, Laces

and

Mollnes

Evening Hata.

St

MRS. LYNG.

ttatknry.
Pm.
tsd 0rcra' SmnitUu

liHA

CAMILLE
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LADIES

IZVCOBMaUTSBI

Sarah Bernhart's Masterpiece
AT THE. OPERA HOUSE

Friday Night, February 22.

WM,

U

ML

I

Com- hare all the facilities for turning out
The New Meilcau Printing
one of
pany has on band a large supply ol every class of work, Including
west.
writing tablets and scratch pads sulfr the beet binderies la the

able for school children, lawyers, merchants and alBO for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper It ordered In larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
tbe odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money worth when buying.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol
work we turn out. Try our work. once
and you will certainly come again. We

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
,

Don't forget our large and complete
All
bindery and Job department
work handled In the most
manner. One trial makes yon a per.
naoent customer.

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

'

16,

BAXTA

'1907.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

397

Luckenbach,

Palace avenue.

-

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedule!
of Trains Now In Effect.

MEXICAN, tiAXTA FE, K. M.

'

has re
ceived a fine line of millinery of the
LADIES

FE

Miss A, Mugler

fllew

Spring Samples Are In

latest spring effects. A most elegant
line of flowers, malines etc.
weather,bright sun
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
light and balmy warm days, prevail
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe in Santa Fe. The contrast with places
1:20 p. m.
where the temperature Is down to the
No. 2. iNorthbound arrives Santa zero mark and lower Is marked.
Fe 5:40 p. ra.
The Holllngswovth Twins and a big
dramatic company at the opera house
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
all next week. Popular prices, 25c,
"
No. 426. Eastbound leaves Santa
35c and 50c. Change of plays each
Fe 11 a. m.
night'.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
The Hollingsworth Twins, supported
Fe 3:30 p. m.
by a good stock company under the
management of Huston ana rranKiin
ATCHISON, TOPEKA 4 8ANTA
will open a week's engagement at the
Branch.
opera house, commencing Monday
night next.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
10:40' a. in.
The regular monthly meeting of
No. 721
Watts
Chapter,
6:50 p. in. Stephen
No. 723
Kearny
11:15 p. m. Daughters of the American RevoluNo. 725
tion, will be held at the rooms of the
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
8:15 a. ra. chapter In the Old Palace on Monday
No. 720
4:20 p. m. afternoon next, at 3 o'clock. All the
No. 722
7:40 p. m. members are urged to. attend as busiNo. 724..
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10 ness of importance will be transacted.
Dramatic Comand 2 east and No. 3 limited west at
The
.'.amy.
pany of eighteen people, at the opera
N. 724 conects with No. 1 west at house all next week. Change of bill
each night. Specialties by the HolLamy.
No. 721 connects with No. 7 and 8 lingsworth
Lillian,
Twins, Baby
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
George Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. Rogers,
Main Line Via Lamy.
Illustrated songs and animated pictures. The biggest and best for the
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy money. 25c, 35c and 50c.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenThe hotels, restaurants and cafes In
Santa Fe were nearly swamped last
gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m. evening when the Legislators' special
and will not wait for No. 2 from the train pulled in after a day In the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
valley. The legislators were
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
hungry. This was not due to any lack
east.
of edibles at Willard or Estancia, but
the fine bracing air and the long ride
acted together in arousing ravenous that at the time patent was Issued to
xxsxs XVVt XV WW WW WW WW
Mathias Ebert, defendant herein, the
appetites on the part of all.
land for which said patent was issued
MINOR CITY TOPICS
LEGAL NOTICE.
were within the Navajo Indian ReserUnited States of America,
vation and were reserved for the use
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor,
Don't forget the Good Roads' ConTerritory of New Mexico.
of the Indian and were riot open to
The United State of America, Plain- sale or settlement; that the said patvention next week.
tiff;
ent was Issued without authority of
MMM
Mrs. Edwin F. Coard, of 115 CeiTil-loversus
law and was therefore null and void,
Street, is slightly improved today,
Mathias Ebert, Defendant.
and the purpose of this suit is to canalthough quite seriously ill.
In the District Court of the First Ju- cel the
patent to the lot, tract and
Miss Stella 'finny, who has been
LfVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
dicial District of the Territory of parcel of land aforesaid and restore
quite seriously 111 at her apartments,
New
Mexico, sitting at Santa Fe. same to plaintiff.
105 Palace Avenue,
is considerably
New Mexico, for the trial of causes
That the description to the lot, tract
FIRST-CLASImproved.
CARRIAGE SERVICE
arising under "the constitution and and
parcel of land aforesaid is as fol. A
big specialty number between
laws of the United States.
GOOD
SADDLE HORSES
of the
Southwest
each act at the opera house next week.
The above named defendant, Ma- lows,
of Section 2, and the
The specialties alone are worth the thias Ebert, Is hereby notified that a southwest
FINE RIGS
jt
jt
southwest Vt of the southeast 14, and
admission price.
complaint has been filed against him the east
of the southeast U of SecThere will be a meeting of the by the above named plaintiff, the
tion 3, in Township 29, north of Range
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Wom'an's Board of Trade Monday af- United States of America, In the above
PHONE 132.
Mexico Principal
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock. By order of entitled cause, in the First Judicial 16, west of the New
TerSanta Fe land district,
the secretary.
District of the Territory of New Mex- Meridian,
of New Mexico.
Work on the Gallsteo Street bridge ico, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and rltory
Defendant is further notified that
Is progressing nicely and the county that said cause is now pending in said
Roblnsou, (Robert.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
unless he enters his appearance In the
will soon have another bridge of which court.
Rolbal, J. I,
or
cause
on
said
before
April
acit. can he justly proud.
Monday,
of
the
sail
The general object
Shely, L. M.
LOST A small
contain- tion is that a patent to a certain lot, 15th, A. D. 1907, Judgment will be
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Springfels, R. (2)
him
by default.
ing a few notations. Finder will re- tract and parcel of land, heretofore is- rendered against
Carmellta.
Sanchez,
William H. H. Llewellyn is attorney
Jewelry Manufacturturn to Theodore Corrick, the livery- sued by said plaintiff to the said deSinnorales, Juan.
man and receive reward.
fendant, Mathias Ebert, be by judg- for plaintiff, and his postoffice address
Manuel.
ing Company.
Silva,
For Rent or for S tie The Lucken-bacment of this court declared void, and is Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Tereclta.
Trujillo,
A
fine
and
extensive assortment of
1907.
Feb.
New
Santa
14,
Mexico,
Fe,
house, 121 Grant avenue. All as such to be held for naught and set
Uurguhart, Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. F. . the latest styles of jewelry has Ju3t
A. M. BERGERE,
modern improvements. Apply to C. O. aside and cancelled, for the reason
"advertised
In
been purchased and will be sold at
Clerk of the District Court of the and calling please say
give the date.
the lowest possible rate for first class
First Judicial District of the TerriPAUL A. F. WALTER,
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
Mexico.
of
New
tory
Postmaster genuine and as
represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree JewLETTER LIST.
New Mexican advertisers get trade. elry la a specialty the finest and
List of letters regaining uncalled
best work in that line is turned out
N.
In
Santa
at
for
the postoffice
Fe,
this company at very, reasonable
by
CertifiButchers'
Blank
Shipping
M for week ending February 16, 1907.
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
will cates for sale by the New Mexican
two
weeks
If
for
within
not
called
Is worth more to you than a dollar In
lockets, hairpins, acarf pins, ladies
Company.
Printing
office
at
sent
to
dead
be
letter
the
. ...
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
your pocket, because
Washington.
work manufactured at home and In
la.
Abeyta, Francisco Pad
You know It Is tafer;
the shops of the company by special
Beatie, Hon. Walter J.
design and to suit customers tn short
Bennett, Mrs. James.
You are not to liable to ipend It
order .;nd from the flneat gold.
Tomas,
Barilla,
Souvenir spoons, lnciudag
needlessly;
Saturday
February
Geo.
Craig,
uel Church stamps, in great number
Cordova, iRosarlta.
and at a low price. Store and factory
You can make It earn for you 4
To M. GOODHUES
Campbell, Jose.
208 Don Caspar
Interest if you deposit It here for a
Avenue,
Laughlln
Chavez, Marguerita.
Superb Dramatization of
building.
'
given time.
'
Mr.
Chaves,
MARIE CORRELLI'S
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
Draper, Hon. Htram.
Are these not excellent reasons why
R.
Romance.
Marvelous
Ewell,
a
account
should
you
deposit
begin
Gray, J. Wesley.
Tne New Mexican Printing Company
with us?
Griffin, Clyde.
is prepared to do the best of brief
Huff, Sam J.
onable rates. Lawyers whodesire to
Let us assist . you with the many
Howe, P. J.
have their briefs printed rapidly and
conveniences this bank afford.
WITH
Killen, A. L.
correctly and to present them to the
CAROLYNE M'LEAN.
Miller, R. S.
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New MexMarkly, Wilbur C.
The Most Powerftt Play of the ican Printing Company and leave their
Maxwell, J. C.
Year.
Owens, Ella.
orders.
Prada, Canuto.
Regular Piicos. Seats at
IRELANDS' Pharmacy.
The New Mexican Printing ComRoberts, Grace,
pany is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work ot that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
THE NEW MEXICO
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.
-

Come In and See Them

'

EHLE'S

y

mmm
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Huston-Frankli-

Leave

n

Your Measure With Us

a

SANTA

Timely Suggestions.
There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
in
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happlne ss of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epi cures or not, good cooking Is Indispensable.
An
date appliances, for, "That which tohousehold, uses up-tday is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
and tills applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vlous.

Hee ate a Few Suggestions,
"ROME

jvtw

i

Santa Fe Livery Stable

TEA AND "BUFFALO" STEAM

WARE,"

EGG

POACH-

ERS-

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

"ANTI

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED WARE.

"LA

CROIX"
KNIVES.

IMPORTED

COOK'S

RUST,"

STOCK-BOILER-

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

AND

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

"DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

GRATERS "BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

AND CAKE

MAKERS.
REAL

MEAS-

URING GCUPS.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

HABERDASHERY

FE

METAL

COFFEE POTS.

BOSTON

BEAN POTS.

"LISK'S"
IMPERIAL
ROASTERS.

ENAMELED

"PENINSULAR" RANGES.

Out Ftiriuttfre Department Offers
Some Exceptional Values in

the Following Items:

MISSION

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY
BIRDS

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

s

'

S

Plumbing Deparment
We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of
Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in thissphere of activity, In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will he pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.

'Phone 83.

WWWWWWWWWWWWWW

note-bno-

k

h

LEO

tpSCt

A DOLLAR IN BANK

OPERA HOUSE

(6, '07.

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

11

nd

GRAIV, POTATOES,

'RETAIL1

'I

BALERS

. . .

SALT and sEEDs.

...

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE
When in Need of Anything in

Line. Drivers Furnished.

NO. 9
the Livery

Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER
desire to announce the arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
inspect them at your convenience.
1

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An Institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mtsilla Valley.
Four full
college eounes in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. f0,000 worth ot equipment A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer ot the U. S.Army.
Large parade an . athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.

-

LUTHER F08TER,

President

(P. O.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone Instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
in Denver, Colorado Springs,
Eeople
Raton. Las Vegas. Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
A

Be-le-

with these places. Terms more reason
able than the telegraph.

SPARKS Alamger.

HOUSE IN SANTA

Ft,

NEW

mt.

'WE COUNT
iirn i
vai m

nrrr

much the largest asset we
customers

itj

to their

bate

Mnii,

it

on;

kaiiiet.

"Every stateliest

can be relied upoa" ia the very beet

To hare our

sui

rMonmciiitioi

MEXICO.

Vj

I. Spits

we eaa

itriv

for

Beliabilitj it our watchword ani tverj tali w make ii tloted
oiily after the purchace prove entirely iatifa9tory. It U t great
satiifactioa to hay at

rtere !ik ihia. Hvwf article tairiet with

rap-Idl- y

it omj foaraatea.

C

QPIT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

When in need of anything on earth,

try a New Mexican want ad. It

will

positively bring resultB.

HENRY KRICK

A. W.

Sole Agent For

Leap's St. Louis Beer

gpiegelberg- -

257 San Francisco

Mails orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. IB

SODA WATER

It Is Much Cheaper

I.

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who desire to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

THE ONLY CXCLUklVf CHAIN

!

Any Flavor You Desire,
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part ot the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

iiaii
Blankett,
OUR

Parlors

:

in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
Four
artists : : :
Electrical Baths
tl. 50
25
Other Baths .
Parlors Located West Side Plana
W.1H KERR, Ptoprieloi
first-clas-

first-clas-

s

s

....

Neiin

Wares

eurios

and

Batketi, Rag, Wax,. Feather
Opala,

MOTTO:

and Linen Drawn Work,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
.To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

THIS WEEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.

KERR'S

Capital

and

Street

Ladies Muslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown ia This City.
HO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LEFTOVERS FROM LAST 8EA80N.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices

(

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

'

page
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S. B. GRIMSHAW,

exmaIiioWrIee

General Freight and Passenger Agent.
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PAINTING UNDER A
1 DOUBLE INSPIRATION

f

Original.

Demond1 s coloring',"' tone, values, all.
When I came to look at the name and
saw another's I was surprised.
The girl whose work had been mis

taken for that of a successful artist
was delighted. A color rose to her
cheek, a light to her eye; a happy
smile played about her lips.
"What would the picture be worth
with Demoud's name on it?" asked her
friend.
"Twenty thousand francs."
"And with Demond's name as collab
orator?"
"In that ease I would not give more
than 10,000 francs for it."
On a shelf near by lay a palette and
brushes. Ho who was befriending the
girl took up a brush and, stepping to
the picture, wrote under her name that

Railway Company.
The line of his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
M.,

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

3
4
4
4
5
5

Many of" the
rooms cost double that sum a day, and
some of the state apartments, with
bedrooms, gorgeous parlor, private dining room ami bath, are not let for less
than $100 or $1125 n day. Ev u the four
dollar rooms have baths, but the price
of room or apartment does not include
meals. Renisen Crawford in Success.
$4 is the lowest figure.

DR. KIWIE

Train

Dlst. from

No. 1.

Raton

40 p, m.
SS p. in,
35 p. in,

.

.

00 p. in.
20 p. in.

p. m.
s 55 p. m.
6 20 p, ui.
0 45 p. m.

Train

STATIONS
Leave (a)
Leave. . .

30 p. in.

5 4,1

COMING

Freight, Passeuger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railway.
At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.

1907.

16.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

;

No 2

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

Keep Toor Face to the Sunlight and
Smile Through Your Tear.
I know an old man who has had a
great deal of trouble and many losses
RENT
FOR
and misfortunes, but he started out In
Eight room house
life with a firm determination to ex- with bath, also stable and two buggy
tract Just as much real enjoyment sheds. Possession given March 1.
from it as he went along as possible
Inquire of Wagner Furniture Co,
not In dissipation, but In wholesome
recreation and fun. He has always
tried to see the humorous side of
things, the bright side and the duty of
happiness.
The result is that, although this man
has had more than his share of sorrow
In his career, he has developed the Inestimable faculty of making the best
of every situation and of always facing the sun and turning his back to the
shadows. This life habit of cheerfulness and optimism bas brought out a
To Sauta Fe soon, watch for
sweetness of character and a poise and
dato of arrival and location
serenity of mind which are the envy
of all who know him. Although he has
Complicated cases solicited. I
lost his property and the most of his
succeed where others fall. Eyes
examined by my own patent, the
family and relatives, yet he radiates
sunshine and helpfulness wherever he
Improved Optimeter, Brazilian
No "hold up"
goes.
lenses used.
A man who can laugh outside when
prices. 50 per cent cheaper than
he Is crying inside, who can smile
all others,
when he feels badly, has a great accomplishment. We all lore the one
who believes the sun shines when he
cannot see It.
Diplomas from New York Eye
A potted rose In a window will turn
Infirmary, National Optical ColIts face away from the darkness tolege, St. Ixmls, and Great Northward the light. Turn It as often as
Also endorseern, Chicago.
ments from scores of citizens
you will, It always turns away from
the darkness and lifts Its ace upward
throughout America.
toward the sun.
So we Instinctively shrink from cold,
.melancholy, Inky natures and turn our
faces toward the bright, the cheerful
EYE SPECIALIST.
and the sunshiny. There Is more virtue In one sunbeam than In a whole
Watch for date of arrival and
location.
atmosphere of cloud ind gloom.
Your ability to carry your own sunshine with you, your own lubricant,
your own light, so that, no matter how
a Favheavy the load or dark the way, you Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
orite.
will be equal to the emergency, will
"We prefer Chamberlain's Cough
measure your ability to continue and
to achieve. Success.
Remedy to any other for our children," says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
Twining, Mich. "It has also done the
A FRIEND.
work for us In hard colds and croup,
A harbor of refuge from the stormy and we take pleasure in recommendwaves of adversity.
ing it." For sale by all druggists.
A balancing pole to him who walks
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
across the tight rope of life.
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
A watch which beats true for all
been repainted, and refurnished, and
time and uever "runs down."
In the TerriA permanent fortification when one's is now one of the best
tory. They handle everything in the
affairs are in a state of siege.
line from both eastern and
The first person who comes in when eating
markets. A call will convince
western
the whole world has gone out.
that they know the business.
you
One who loves the. truth and you and
will tell the truth In spite of you.
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
The triple alliance of the three great
The quick relief from pain afforded
powers love, sympathy and help.
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
One who multiplies joys, divides
makt's It a favorite with sufferers from
is
Inviolable.
and
whose
griefs
honesty
rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lumA Jewel whose luster the strong
bago, and deep seated and muscular
acids of poverty and misfortune can- pains. For sale by all rrngg'sts.

,t

29,

N.M.

WANTS

THE DUTY OF HAPPINESS.

Rail-

JTE,

13

Arrive

20
23
33
41
47

Leave. . . .
Arrive
Leave (c).
Leave. . . .
Arrive. . . .

No. 2.

.Raton.
Clifton

Arrive
Arrive

Preston

Leave

Koehler June.
.Koehler
.Vermejo
..Cerrososo
Cimarron
.

30 p. m.
01 p. m.
11

Arrive
Arrive
Lsave
Leave
Leave

40 a, m.
10
30
25
45
25

a. ,n.
a. in.
a. ni.
a. m.
a. m.

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at C:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 12J, leaving
Dawson, N, M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
(h)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.

Roswell Automobile Co
Mail ami Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M., and torrance, N. M.,
daily Sunday Included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the' two
at
points S hours, meals furnished
Camp Needmore, free of charge;
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days In
advance.

In Interlaken, at the base of the
Swiss Alps, one gets a fine view ol
the Jungfrau raising its head, veiled
"Hook of Mormon."
wllh snow, lu apparent close proximi'
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known and
lias been
The "Hook of Mormou"
ty. One day a girl sat before an easel
on
market.
the
for
all
Machines
Best
purposes
proved to lie a literary plagiarism, beendeavoring to transfer the mountain
ing n free paraphrase of n romance
to canvas. Whether It was. that she
Two of the best known and best
written by Hie Rev. Solomon Spalding
had little artistic talent or was a be
machines tor all purposes 'on the
Address all communications and to
In 1SHS, the manuscript of which came
giuner, she did not succeed In making
to ine
market,
quirles
into the possession of Joseph Smith,
an imposing picture.
mid he, sitting behind a curtain, dicThe girl drew back to have a look at
tated It to Oliver Cowdery, who, seather work, sighed and dropped her palette.
ed out of sight of the reader, wrote
"Mademoiselle seems discouraged," of G. Demond.
the matter as It was given him. Smith
The tableau that ensued was that of pretended that the book was discovsaid a voice behind her In French.
She turned and saw the pale face of one quiescent figure and two who were ered to him by revelation and dug up
a young man evidently In poor health. astonished. The girl's face especially from the side of a hill not far from
"I only speak English," she said. "I showed wonder, but at a look from her Palmyra, in the county of Ontario, N.
..
am an American."
-..-fr--....-companion she refrained from speak Y. The claim was made by Smith that
"Oh, an American! So am I." And ing.
the writing on the plates was engraved
i
he repeated what he had said in his
The same evening Demond stood be in "reformed Egyptian," which he was
native tongue.
fore Miss Barker endeavoring to make unable to read milil magic spectacles,
,
"I shall never learn to paint," said her take a check for half the price of which he called his I'rim and
the girl despondently.
the picture.
were given to him, enabling him
"Perhaps you have been too long at "How did you do your work without both to road and translate into Engwork. Why not leave off and begin my knowing it?" she asked.
lish.
The spectacles and the metal
"I advised you to walk In the after plates have disappeared, and the story
again in the morning when you are
fresh!"
noon, bribing the maid at the hotel to of the dictation makes tolerably clear
"That's a good suggestion. I began bring the canvas to my room from the manner lu which the 'T.ook of
the picture in the morning."
yours and watch for your return."
Mormon" had Its origin.
"In that case I would certainly rec
"But you seem to have done better
ommend you to work on It only before than your piece that has been hung In
II I'aya to Be Cheerful.
not dim.
noon."
the salon."
The spirit of cheerfulness is
One who combines for you alike the FAST FRISCO YRAIN
"Why?"
'That was because I painted under
the result of n happy temperaand benefits of society and
NEAR ST. LOUIS
DERAILED
pleasures
differ
is
under
"
the
mountain
"Well,
the inspiration of 'love.'
ment whose nerves have never been solitude.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Marager.
eut light in the morning. Besides, nsu
'I thought," she replied, with avert disturbed by loss, sickness or calamity.
A bank of credit on which we can
A fast St. Louis
15.
Feb.
St,
Louis,
ally one's best work Is ijnyo
ed face, "that I painted under an InIs
Sometimes it tha abundance of youth draw
supplies of confidence, counsel, and San Francisco passenger train
part of the day."
GERTRUDE GOWAN.
spiration."
still finding a surplus of vigor after the
help and love.
"Are you an artist?"
sympathy,
was wrecked near Ranken station
tolls of the day. Sometimes It is the
AN EXECUTION IN INDIA.
One who considers my need before near this city yesterday by striking
"1 paint, but every one of nu ideal
from
of
character
which
expression
Prize a switch believed to have been tamLondon
temperament either paints a little or
the reserves of its own nature and ex- my deservlngs.
Money
dabbles in writing verses or somethin The Way a Man Guilty of Murder tftt
Competition.
pered with. The fireman and a news
a
to
is
cheerful
able
preserve
perience
dement Decapitation.
were
None
were injured.
of the kind."
agent
disa German pa- disposition under even the most
to
India
A
letter
from
How Clark Received the Gift.
killed.
Every morning after that the girl
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
of the execution couraging circumstances mid face life
Broken by ill health and bowed down
Hat before her easel, and often the per gives this account
nun
wan
oncer,
i
goon
nope
who
had
been
man
always
a
near
of
Bombay
to
retired
Clark
Bilious.
who
Do
to
health
When
his
What
stranger,
sojourned for
Such a character Is u strength and a by disappointment,
Business of Non-R- e side tits Attended to.
guilty of the murder of his
life In bitterness of soul and
at the same hotel as she, strolled by, found
The right thing to do when you
brother-in-law- :
as to defense not only to him who has It, private his
"The
question
e
of
looked at her work and spoke to her
foel bilious is to take a dose
remaining twenty-threshould be executed but to nil his associates anil ta all who passedof
Stomach -- and Liver
about It, now and thea venturing a whether the culprit
years
crapulous existence In obscur- Chamberlain's
or sent to prison for life was, as Is the feel his Influence. They are the
and poverty. Friends called atten- Tablets. They will cleanse the stomof humanity, whose
friendly criticism. But the only words custom, submitted to the
lights ity
-family of the
tion to Clark's sad condition a few ach and regulate the liver and bowof encouragement he gave her were
of
dark
human
the
shine
Innight
through
decision.
All,
murdered man for
years before he died, and the legisla- els. Try it. Price 25 cents. Samples
"Don't work too long at one time,
an
is
word
and
whose
inspiravotstruggle
the wife of the murdered,
ture of Virginia grandiloquently ac- free at all drug stores.
When your work looks unsatisfactory cluding
ed for death. When the place of ex- tion of hope and encouragement.
knowledged his great services and sent
to you, leave it, and likely you will
ecution was reached the condemned
him a Jeweled sword. The old hero's
I CAN SELL
be better pleased with It when you man
Uttiit.
t'ltliir
:ib!
were
which
the
and
ropes
knelt,
Your Real Estate or Business
have rested." And whnt the stranger fastened
he peculiar simplicity of the conn- - anger was aroused. "When Virginia
to him were handed over to
said proved to be true. In the morn the executioner's assistants. The one try darky in the south is Illustrated by needed a sword I gave her one," he exiw Matter Where Located
103 Pslac
claimed to the messenger. "She now Properties and Business of all kinds
Avanin.
TMM Nt. 1M.
lag she was surprised that she had who held the ueck rope took a few a story told by a congressman.
me
bread."
And
want
this
sends
I
toy.
In
sold
all
the
for
"sh
of
a
to
old
had
An
been dissatisfied with her work of the
parts
quickly
gone
postofiiegr.
steps before the kneeling man and the
and offered for the he thrust the blade of the costly gift United St tes. Don't wait. Writ, toprevious day. She would sit down be other two stood at either side. Then flee in
a
mall
a
letter that was over t lie weight Into the ground and broke It nt the hilt. day describing what you have to sell
fore her canvas, and after spending
the executioner, armed with a razor
Lyman Tew Sprague, In "George Rob- and give cash price on same.
couple of hours with her brushes It edged, heavy knife, advanced and specified for a single stamp.
WANT TO BUY
IF YO
"This Is too heavy," said the post- - erts Clark and His Conquest of the
would seem that she had undone all asked in a loud Voice, 'Who authorizes
any kind of business or Real Estate
she had achieved the previous day, the execution?' and the chief of police master. "ou will have to put another Middle West," In Outing Magazine.
anywhere, at any price, write me your
Then the stranger would come along answered, 'The law.' The question stump on It."
Ills Specialty.
The old darky's eyes widened in asrequirements. 1 can save you tuno
and remlud her that In the morning was asked and answered three times,
Young Foley looked so downcast that and
money.
"Will auudder stamp
when refreshed she would likely again while the armed man advanced, slowly tonishment.
the market man asked why he carried
DAVID P. TAFF,
see her painting under a different influ swinging the mighty blade. As the make It any lighter, boss?" he asked.
face.
a
such
long
THE LAND MAN.
ence. "Go take a walk this afternoon," last answer was heard an assistant Harper's Weekly.
"Fired," returned Foley concisely.
415 Kansas .venue,
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
he said. "Paint in the morning; stroll executioner thrust a needle point Into
"Fired?" repeated the market man.
KANSA8.
TOPEKA,
Conttptououa.
In the afternoon.'
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
the kneeling mun's back and he made
"dive you any reason for doing it?"
The minister had preached to the
In this way the picture grew day by an Involuntary motion forward with his
Pueblo is Via the
Foley said, with the air of a
"Yep,"
day like the mountain. The darker head. The three ropes were pulled graduating class of a girls' college. martyr. "The boss said he was losing
shadows grew deeper, the lighter blend- taut, leaving the neck extended to the The girls of the class were on the money on the things I was making."
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The picture was finished. The girl found Itself in a modern New York ho- "was
needed money, and the stranger ad- tel, where a regiment of "help" Is em- thing that happened to come along. - Alabama, Chamberlain's Salve is for
serlor
gay,
sale by a druggists.
vised her to take it to Paris and offer ployed, consisting of clerks, chefs, pas- Whatever It mght be, sad
out of
It for sale. She determined to do so, try cooks, meat cooks, bakery men, ous or merry, I squeezed a joke
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there and, if possible, assist her In dis- gineers, electricians, plumbers, carpen- after great
primtiNG OF THAW EVIDENCE.
nf humor Improving. True, I ofposing of It. They met one morning ters, laimdrymen, doormen, porters, brand
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"We'll take those three seats. I suppose it's the best you can do.
you sit there. No, no on this
Bide.
There's a draft on that side."
"But I want to see the river," said
the elderly man querulously aud with
a gesture ukin to throwing aside a detaining hand, though his florid and
overdressed wife had not laid so much
as a finger tip on bis arm.
"I tell you there's a draft on that
aide," she said sharply.
n Lit, jul. uvu i
.ir mi. w u
draft either," persisted her hushand.
"No; Emily can sit there. She is
young. Drafts won't hurt her."
David Marston raised his paper sud
denly to hide the smile that would
He was sitting on the drafty
come.
side, too, right behind the chair In the
parlor cnr which had raised the dis
cussion,
lie, too, wanted to see the
Hudson, the Palisades and other points
of Interest of which he had read and
which ho was enjoying for the Urst
time.
"Where Is Emily?" asked the bus
baud, now settled unwillingly in the
chair selected for him.
"She's making sure that there's a
ulce hum in the baggage ear to look
after the logs. She'll be along In a
minute."
By this time David Marston was not
the only passenger Interested In the domestic drama. Every man and woman
Iu the car had laid aside paper or book,
roused to attention by the piercing
tones and dominating bearing of the
wotnau. The shrill speech might have
beeu forgiven on the plea that the husband was evidently very deaf. The
manner was less forgivable. Newly
acquired riches were stamped all over
the tightly laced, middle aged figure.
The characterless face, due to much
electric massaging, spoke of hours
spent with beauty experts. Her frock,
wrap and bat shrieked, "Paris!"
Evidently the couple were going
back to New York after a brief stay
at their lodge In the Catskllls, for the
limited had stopped at the small town
close to fashionable mountain fastnesses on special orders.
"You don't tuluk anything will happen to Emily trying to cross the platforms?" asked the man anxiously.
"It's a vestibuled train!" shrieked
his wife. "1 told her to stay until all
three of the dogs had beeu properly
chained. You remember the time we
came
Oh, there she is!"
There was much craning of necks as
the third member of tills Interesting
party came through the narrow passageway around tho drawing room.
Her advent promised further enter-- '
talnment to travel bored passengers.
Only oue of the latter did not crane
his neck. lie simply sat staring at the
girl, his hands gripped hard on tfle
arms of the chair.
She was a slender, refined looking
girl, dressed In black from her dull
calfskin ties to her stiffly tailored traveling hat. At her throat and wrists
were flue linen bands. Marston recalled with a shudder that a maid who
had opened the door for him at a fashionable Denver home had worn just
such a black frock with white hands.
The girl curried. a bundle of cnnes,
umbrellas and golf sticks. As she
tilted thein In the corner beside the
elderly man she said something to him
which lie seemed to hear, though she
did not follow his wife's example and
raise her voice. Ho settled back with
a contented air,
"There's your chair, Emily," said the
woman, waving her hand ucross the
aisle. The girl turned, stepped across
the aisle, looked at Marston, caught
her breath sharply and sank into her
chair, which she wheeled so that her
back was turned squarely upon him.
By this time David had recovered
He rose, delibthought aud speech.
erately walked In front of the girl and
'
extended his hand.
"Don't tell me that a mere trifle like
a beard makes me unrecognizable, Emily. I should have known you oven If
you had dyed your half."
The girl's hand lay limply hi his,
then she' pulled herself together and
withdrew It.
But the
"Oh, I knew you at once.
shock"
"Precisely. It was a shock to nie
to Hud you with them."
The gesture was slight, , but Emily
Hunt knew what he meant, and her
cheeks crimsoned.
'
"I can explain"
"Let me turn your chair around so
we can talk," Marston suggested, and
a moment later they sat side by side,
facing the river hank, their backs to
Miss Emily's employer, who sniffed in
baffled curiosity and gazed their way
through a jeweled lorgnou.
"Oh, the story Is short enough," said
Emily bitterly., "Selling .daubs and
teaching youngsters In a Colorado town
and making good with your brush In
New York city are entirely different
propositions. 1 saw It was starvation
or real work and so"
"Being companion to a woman of her
caliber Is real work, eh?"
"She Is Beally" very kind at heart, and
Mr. Magulre is Just lovely to me."
At this juncture Mr. Magulre was
shaken with a violent coughing spell.
"Emily," exclaimed Mrs. - Magulre
sharply, "where's the cough medicine?"
But Emily Hunt was already diggiug
into her employer's bag.
Deftly she poured the medicine and
turned to Ming a glass of water.
Marstou was at her heels, his own
drinking cup filled to the brim.
"Thanks. Mr. Magulre took such a
I,aw-Tene-
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dreadful cold while we were at Groto
lodge."
The Invalid 'i ns recovering from the
paroxysm aud there was nothing for
Emily to do but introduce David to
her employers.
Mr. Magulre extended a trembling
hand. Mrs. Maguire raised her lorguon.
In pork, I sup"From Chicago?
pose?"
David's eyes twinkled eveu as Kmily
Hunt's cheeks colored.
"No, not exactly In the law for pork
men."
Emily bit her lips aud, returning to
her chair, stared hard at the flying
scenery.
"Forgive me. Kmlly, but I simply
had to do It. She Is Impossible."
"But you are in the law"
"And for men In pork. I am going to
Europe on my first big commission."
"I am so glad you have found success," said Emily In a calm voice,
though her heart beat suffocatingly.
She might have helped him to tlud It,
but now he was going to Europe for a
mighty corporation, aud she was a
companion, the most despised and Inadequately paid personage In the Maguire retinue.
"Emily, ring for tho porter and order
clam broth for us all from the buffet
car."
"I don't care for any, If you will ex
cuse me, Mrs. Magulre. I'll order for
two."
"Nonsense!" said the domineering
"A cup of hot broth
Mrs. Maguire.
will do you good. You're looking a bit
white this afternoon, and we can't afford to have you sick on our hands
now, with Maguire on the edge of
pneumonia."
The piercing tones ran the leugth of
the car, aud there was smothered
laughter up and down the lines. With
crimson cheeks, Emily touched the
button, but when the waiter arrived It
was Marston who took the matter In
hand and ordered a dainty luncheon.
Mrs. Magulre admitted that for a
man "in pork" he knew how to order.
It annoyed her that she could not communicate this discovery to her husband. Later she said something of the
sort to Emily, who had brought Mr.
Maguire an eveuing paper picked tip at
Poughkeepsle.
Emily did not seem to hear the patronizing remark of her employer. Her
mind had leaped forward to that moment when tho train should pull into
the Grand Central depot. Then she
and the Mngulres would enter the carriage held in waiting by liveried servants, and Marston would go his self
made Independent way. Wheu she returned to her chair, the dull foggy
dusk was settling down on the river.
Pretty soon on the broad six track way
trains loaded with suburbanites would
be shooting past, them, suburbanites
going home to cottages aud firesides
all their own, where women who had
never dreamed of artistic careers waited for them.
The porter received Mrs. Maguirc's
curt comment on poor gas with abject
apologies.
"Suthin's sure wrong, but we can't
locate the trouble, but we'll soon be in
town," he said and hurried on. lie
knew the Maguire type.
Emily started. Marston's hand was
on her arm, not gently or as a reminder that be deserved her attention, but
In a masterly, determined clasp.
"Emily, do you think for one minute
I am going abroad and leave you with
thatt-th- at
sort of woman? I've got
to sail in the morning. There Is not
much time, but you can get frills and
frocks in Paris, and when we come
borne, if visiting art centers abroad has
roused your ambitions once more, I'll
have you study with the best"
"I don't want to study; I have no
ambitions; I Just want"
Marston bent very close to catch the
last word "you.''
"Emily, get a rug for Mr. Maguire,"
exclaimed Mrs. Maguire so sharply
that the dozing passengers all woke up.
Then as the girl leaned over to pick up
the fallen rug Mrs. Magulre whispered
harshly:
"I guess you forget where you are!"
"No," replied Emily happily. "I've
only just found out where I belong.
Mr. Marston and I are going to be
married tonight and sail for London In
the morning."
If Sou cannot afford to nav for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's dnines. It la t
good paper to send to your friends
The Public
tlou of the
out by the
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regard to rubber stamps,

THE STRANGLING FIG.
Mrs. Maguire gave vent to au exclamation that roused her husband to

frightened wonder and made several
men in the farther end of the car laugh
aloud.

The little bride in chair 11 leaned
over and touched her husband's hand.
"Billy, dear, I believe there's a little
story going on right under our noses."
Her husband patted her hand tenderly under cover of the friendly dusk.
"Wouldn't lie surprised, sweetheart,
and all I've got to say is I hope that
the young man Is the sort who will not
consign 'Emily' to a drafty seat."
"I hope he is just-adear and good
as you are."
Aud down iu the front of the car
Marston and Emily Hunt sat gazing
out Into the night, too happy for words

a Cnrloo

Tropical Tree That Live
Vpon Other Tree.
Visitors to Mexico and other tropical
.
countries often have their attention
called to "the strangling fig' a tree
that commences its growth as au epl
phyte that Is, one form, of plant life
that spows perched on another far up
on the trunk or among the branches of
another tree, usually on a palmetto or
some of the kinds of palms. The roots
of the strangling tree extend down
ward around the host tree to the
ground, gradually Joining together,
making a tubcllke mass of roots some
times as much as six feet or more In
diameter.
When the Rttacked tree Is a palin
death to it Is caused not so much by the
binding around the trunk as by shading out Its branches by the attacking
tree.
When the nttaeked tree Is an exogen
that is, one with wood and bark tho
attacking roots bind so tightly as to
cause a stoppage of the flow of the sap.
As the sap of a tree Is really Its food
(changed by the leaves so that it can
be used! and the flow of the food Is
thus stopped, the attacked tree Is real
ly "starved" to death. So death to the
attacked tree is caused either by
smothering or by starvation or by both
The peculiar manner In which the
flattened roots extend down and around
the tree give them the appearance of
some thick, slow flowing material running down the tree. St. Nicholas,

THu BEAT OF THE PULSE.
It Vnripn

III

Different

Per-moii- m

niiil Conditions.
The pulse of women generally beats
at a slightly faster rate than that of
men. It may be said that when a person Is at rest his pulse, that of any
to
adult, may be from seventy-fiv- e
eighty times a minute. Great variation
exists in different individuals In respect of the number of boats. After
exercise the pulse quickens because of

the stimulation of the heart, and the
same result applies to the effects of
taking food. A dose of alcohol will also
stimulate the pulse somewhat, Just as
the use of tobacco, especially In excess,
will tend to have an opposite effect-namthat of lowering the rate of
the pulse, because of the depression of
the heart which results. In fevers and
Origin of Kleptomania.
Inflammatory diseases the pulse rate
Kleptomania Is occasionally induced
tends to be very much Increased and
by continued nnd close application to
also in respect ot Its character. Instead
the study of a particular subject. A
of beating quietly the blood vessel In
singular caso was recently reported
such cases exhibits a very full and
from Germany. A well kuownurofos-soOn the other
was found to have transferred to
bounding movement
hand, where depression exists and the
his own private collection many of the
temperature of the body falls, the
valuable butterflies of which he had
pulse may be unnaturally slow and Its
charge In his official capacity. The excharacter weak. Physicians are accus
istence- of mental derangement was
tomed to distinguish other characteris
clear from the facts that came out In
tics in the pulse, such as become valu
the course of the investigation afterable hints In the discovery and deterward made by the museum authorities.
mination of disease. The practical lesIt was found that the professor had
son we learn here Is that where the
often sent bis wife out all day to catch
pulse continues for any length of time
butterflies, so Intense was his passion
to have its beats quickened to an unfor these Insects. On oue occasion the
natural degree and where especially a
professor, while bunting a butterfly,
rise of tho temperature or heat of the
was nearly run over by nu express
body accompanies these symptoms we
train. At another time he fell Into n
ought to suspect some kind of feverish
river, nnd once both he aud his wife
In
"The
Woman
White."
condition or other to be
fell Into a poud. Manchester Guardian
In a letter to Charles Dlckeus, Wilkie The pulse alone forms represented.
a valuable
Collins intimated the fact that the enough guide to this state of the
body,
GRIM OLD CROMWELL.
great work upon which he had devoted but Its valuo is very much Increased If
so much time was finished, but that to the information
given us by the
The Protector Made Ciirlntniai a
the finding of a suitable title had occa- pulse we'add that which the use of the
Gloomy and Serious Day.
much
trouble.
him
sioned
Eventually, thermometer supplies. Cardiff Times.
"Christmas was illegal In Cromwell's
run down in health,
time," said an antiquary. "Those grim feeling somewhat
old Puritans were so gloomy that they be left London for Broadstalrs, a reNAMES OF DAYS.
would not have any gayety even on sort which was a favorite with both
on
While
Collins.
Dickens
'
aud
lying
The Latin and Saxon Term Front
Christmas day.
Which They Are Derived.
"Cromwell said that holly and mistle- the cliff In a meditative mood one
rivtoe were heathenish things. He said bright morning his eyes suddenly
Our names for each day are derived
that they had no real Christian signifi- eted themselves on the white" light- from the Saxons, who probably borcance; they were a part of some pagan house which stood boldly out Iu the rowed the week from some eastern
festival of the Druids. Accordingly he foreground under the dazzling rays of people, substituting names of their
own divinities for those of the clasmade a law that If you decorated your the midday sun. As he gazed Collins
house with mistletoe at Christmas you In a semiconscious manner addressed sical gods, as Is easily seen when the
himself lu a whisper to tho light- names are tabulated:
got thirty days In jail.
"The terrible old fellow forbade house. "Vos are as stiff nnd as stateLatin.
Saxon.
English.
Sun's day
Christmas celebrations no dancing, no ly as my white woman," said he. Dies Soils
Sunday.
Dies
Lunae
Moon'a
womwo
the
day....Monduy.
woman
White
singing, no playgolng, no feasting on 'White
Dies Martls
day
Tuesday.
an In white. Eureka! I have got It!" Dies Mercurii.. Tlw's
Christmas day; penalty, thirty days.
Woden's day., Wednesday.
"You see, It was his idea that Christ And so the book was given this curiDies Jovls
Thor's day..,. Thursday.
Dies Veneris... Frlga's day... Friday.
mas was a religious, a serious time, a , ously inspired title.
Dies Saturn!. ...Seterne's day. Saturday.
time for churchgoiug and prayer and
The French Idea.
Among the ancients the belief In the
reverence nnd for nothing else. The
The Frenchman of the middle class influence of the planets upon the life
Innocent family that In Cromwell's day
sat down to turkey and plum pudding sacrifices everything In order to obtain of men was so strong that many in seand wound up with Christmas games for his children some official position lecting their daily ornaments would
or other, a mean oue, perhaps, but a wear ouly the gem associated with the
got a month all round.
"Only for a time, though. The people sure one, leading after thirty years of planet of the day. Thus on Sunday
rebelled.
Willing as the people had penury to a pension verging on desti- only yellow gems and gold should
Pearls and white
been to put on the gloom of those tution. This is one aspect of the decay adorn the fingers.
dreadful old Puritans, they Insisted on of the French race. It is easy to un- stones, excepting diamonds, belonged
having a little joy on Christmas day, derstand that two races are not evenly to the Moon day. Tuesday, day of Mars,
and Cromwell after a year or two had armed for the struggle for life If one claimed rubles and all stones of fiery
luster. Thursday, Thor's day, demandto give in to them." New Orleans be made up of aspirants to official position and tSe other of individuals pos- ed amethysts aud deep colored stones
sessing Initiative, daring and energy. of sanguine tint, while Friday, domNEW MEXICAN
For this reason do Latin races decline, inated by Venus, reigned over the emARGAIN8.
races grow and erald, color of jealousy, which is love's
Herewith are some bargains offered while
shadow. Saturday, dedicated to Satmultiply. Paris Slecle.
by the New Mexican Printing Com
urn, oldest of the gods, had for its
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Bow and Arrow Flnhlnn.
distinctive talisman the most splendid
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
In the south seas and in various of all gems, the diamond. Chicago
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
ocean Record-HeralPleading forms, $5; Missouri Code groups of Islands in the Indian
flsh with the bow
Pleadings, 6; the two for $10; Adapt the aborigines shoot
HU Time For Drinking-- .
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New and arrow. The art Is extremely diffiat an object unIn the days of river driving on the
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English cult, as In taking aim
water the nrcher has to allow for Kennebec river In Maine old Uncle Jim
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanlst der
refraction.
If be were to aim directly Gilbert was a well known character.
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full
Ot the flsh as lie sees it, he would, of He was hale and
hearty and bad an
Pamphlet, 12.75; full leather $3.60;
miss. Long practice has, howenormous appetite. The men used to
Sheriff's
Flexlb'e
Pockol course,
Cover
made the natives expert to a come down the river with a drive of
two
ot ever,
Docket,
slnghs,
$1.25;
wonderful degree In this sport. Lon- logs and get a meal at a tavern in
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
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DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Cerecs. lfty.ee-anall Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
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The New Mexican Trinting Company claims to do the Wt
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and
binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
better than the average docs not claim to be the cheapest in th
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of thn
cost of material and skilled labor; comniutieate with (he Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
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SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE 01
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
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July 77
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
Comments by delegates and visitors.
Corn, May 46
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July 46
BUTTE PAPERS AT
South Carolina Senator In Tilt With
Address, "The Scenic Route," by
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Subject: "The Elder Brother."
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WAR WITH UNION
.
Fred H. Pierce.
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.06. .6 Pork May $17.27
Colleague From Maine Refused
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